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The land will be purchased from the
owner...after all site drainage work has
been completed according to the offer
to sell," a postal official in the real
estate division of the Louisville district
• USPS office said this morning.

The USPS official in Louisville added
this, morning that a projected completion date for the facility could not be
pinpointed at this time. USPS officials
indicated in March that the timetable
called for the site acquisition to be
completed by June of this year with
construction to begin with in 15 months
of that time.
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The official said that a formal purchase date would be set as soon as the
drainage work is completed. He said
that advertising from an architecturalengineering firm to design the new
postal facility should take place in the

Fred Jackson, office-in-charge on the
Murray Post Office, said today that he
has not been authorized to make any
announcement on the site acquisition at
this time.
A formal announcement on the site
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U.S.Postal ServiceAgrees To Buy
Site On Chestnut For New Office
The United States Postal Service has
agreed to purchase a site on Chestnut
Street for a new post office facility to
serve the Murray area. The Murray
Ledger & Times learned today.
The 75,560 square foot site is on the
south side of Chestnut Street between
N. 10th Street and N. 12th Street and is
presently owned by Mrs. Birdie Parker.
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very near future.
Mrs. Parker's son, John, said this
morning that contractors began work
on the drainage project Monday and
expect to have it completed with 10 to 12
days.

purchase is expected to be released by
the Chicago district USPS office within
a matter of days.
The Chestnut Street selection for the
new postal facility has been the subject
of considerable controversy among
local circles since it was initially
revealed.
Two items — the proposed drainage
project on the site itself and the shifting
of the Murray Post Office from a
downtown location to-Qiestnut Street —
have been at the center of the controversy.
The Murray Common Council in
March of this year voted to deny the
construction of the drainage project on
the site, located about 300 feet west of
the intersection of 10th and Chestnut
Streets. One of the primary reasons
given for the denial of, the project at
that time was uncertainty as to what
effect it would have on the drainage of

water further downstream south of
Sharpe Street) and whether or not the
project would render a portion of the
old city park unusable.
Some members of the city council
also expressed concern at the time on
what effect moving the post office to the
Chestnut Street location would have on
downtown Murray.
Postal officials from Evansville, Ind..
and Louisville met with
_ council memhers at a meeting later in March in
What proved to be a fruitful attempt at
clearing up some of the controversy
ahrrounding the new postal facility,
however.
The members of the city council in
early April reconsidered and approved
the drainage project on a split,6-5, vote,
clearing the way for the USPS and the
property owner to move ahead on
acquisition plans.
-

Doctors Begin Individual Practices
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HoOston-McDevittClinic Dissolves
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., a
corporation of Physicians in Murray, is
dissolving. - •
Starting July 1, the 18 doctors of the
clinic will start functioning as individual private practioners or as a
member of a separate two or three-man
group practice, according to a release
fiom the corporation.
According
to
the
release,
registration, cashiering, filing of insurance, charging, billing, collecting
arid all other administrative functions
will be performed at each individual
doctor's office.
Persons who have dealt with the
clinic are instructed to see your doctor
for health care or if It is necessary to
discuss an administrative matter, you
should contact your doctor's office
directly."
An early morning fire on October 18,
1976, gutted the clinic at 104 N. Fifth St.,
resulting in over $1-million damage.
Construction crews in May of this
year razed the remains of the building.
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hot
and
humid
Fair and very warm tonight,
low in low to mid 705. Mostly
sunny, hot and humid Wednesday, a small chance of late afterrboori- and evening thunderstorms. HighsWednesday in the
mid and upper 90s.

Dr. C. C. Lowry, president of the
Houston-McDevitt Corporation said
today, "I'm sorry to see the dissolving
but under the circumstances it was the
only thing we could do. I certainly feel
the medical needs of the community
will continue to be served."
Activities related to the end of the
pharmacy include:
—Laboratory:
The
HoustonMcDevitt Clinic laboratory stopped
operating June 25. All laboratory work
is now done by personnel at MurrayCalloway County Hospital and the

hospital will bill patients for their
service. Service received prior to June
,25 will appear on the clinic bill, the
release points out.
—Pharmacy: The Houston-McDevitt
Clinic pharmacy was sold and ceased
operation on May 21. Items received
from the pharmacy prior to May 21 will
appear on clinic bills.
—Billing: The bill a person receives
for July, 1978, from The HoustonMcDevitt Clinic will contain the total
amount owed to the clinic for all services received for which the clinic has

not received payment. According to the
release, the bill will not include the
individual fee of the doctor visited.
Each doctor will bill for services
received from him.
—Beginning July of this year the
clinic bill will be a computer type bill.
All subsequent bills will be "computer
type bills" the release points out.
—Insurance Filing: The clinic insurance an Medicare offices will
See CLINIC,
Page 14, Column 8

SUMMER YOUTH WORKERS — Anthony Pratt, left, and James Cavitt,
workers with the Summer Youth Program, are pictured cleaning a curb
area along Fourth Street in Murray. The youths are working with Murray
Sanitation Department this summer, according to department director
Jerry Wallce. A major thrust of his department this summer, Wallace said,
untilAg
cili streets throughout town. The clean-up
will be in cleaning along
-August, Wallace said. He said that persons
program will continue
city streets that need cleaning should
along
who know of particular ar s
call the sanitation department at 753-5127.

Carter Lashes Out At Steiger Tax Proposal
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's threat to withhold his approval
of tax cut legislation if it eases the levy
on capital gains is not visibly improving
the chances of his own bill in Congress.
The House Ways and Means Committee has been unable to agree on
Carter's proposal or any compromise
version because of strong sentiment for
cutting taxes on capital gains, the
profits from sales of stocks, real estate
or other assets held a year or more.
Carter wants eventually to abolish the

special treatment of capital gains.
In a wide-ranging news conference
Monday, he lashed out at a prop8sal by
Rep. William A. Steiger, R-Wis., to set a
maximum 25 percent tax on capital
gains, which now may be taxed by as
much as 49 percent.
Saying the Steiger plan would provide
"huge tax windfalls for millionaires
and two bits for the average
American," Carter said, "I don't see
any possibility of my approving such a
plan."

But, when pressed, Carter stopped
short of saying he would veto the
measure.
He included in his condemnation a
compromise bill reportedly favored by
the taxwriting committee that would
set a maximum capital gains tax rate of
35 percent.
"I think the veto is a bluff,' Steiger
corrimented.
Rep. James R. Jones. DOkla., author
of the compromise, said he does not
think Carter would veto his version

4 Calloway High Speech team
Members Rank 14th In Tourney
Four members of the Calloway
County High School Speech team —
Luana Colson, Gail Tucker, Chuck
Williams, and John Brinkley — place
14th in the National Speech Tournament held in Chicago, Ill., last week.
Over 489 schools from every state in
the country except Alaska competed in
the national meet. This was only
Calloway's second year of competition
on the national level.
Pine Crest Prep School from Florida
received first place honors. AlexanderRamsey High School from Minnesota
was second and Marquette High School
of Wisconsin was third.
Dennis Winfield, an official in charge

of the tournament, was very complimentary of the Laker program. "For
the second year. of national competition, a 14th place ranking is extremely outstanding, and I feel
Calloway has a great future on the
national level of Qarnpetition," Winfield
said.
In humorous interpretation Miss
Colson competed four rounds before
being eliminated as did Williams in
boys' extemporaneous. Brinkley
remained in oratory competiten six
rounds before being eliminated prior to
semi-finals. Miss Tucker, in her second
year of national competition, competed
in girls' extemporaneous until she, too,

was eliminated prior to the semi-final
round.
' Over 75 per cent of the students
competing had been eliminated before
Miss Tucker and Brinkley were
eliminated. Approximately 25 students
were still competing. Miss Tucker also
'1In7iPeted in the quarter-final round of
Impromptu speaking.
Laker Coach Larry England and the
team expressed their thanks and
gratitude to all of the individuals and
businesses in the community who made
the trip possible through their support.
The team extended a special thanks to
Furie Garland and Garland's Used
:ars for providing the team members
rith transportation for the trip.

when he understoOd all the facts.
On other issues Monday, Carter:
—Publicly urged David Gartner to
resign as a member of the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission because
of stock gifts to his children from
Minneapolis grain trader Dwayne 0.
Andreas.
—Said his promised proposal for a
comprehensive national health insurance program may take years to be
fully implemented because of inflation
and the federal deficit.
—Said he has received in the last two
weeks a "very positive" response from
the Soviet Union on arms reduction
talks, and said prospects for an
agreement "are much better now than
they were a month ago.
Carter during his campaign attacked
the present revenue code as a disgrace
and argued specifically that capital
gains, which generally carry only half
the tax burden of ordinary income,
should not be preferentially treated.
After taking office, he proposed a $25
billion tax cut to stimulate the
economy, accompanied by changes he
described as reforms to reduce special
privileges.
Later, bowing to congressional
pressure, he shaved the tax reduction to
$20 billion. After the legislation bogged
down in committee, the administration
last week sought agreement on a simple
$15 billion tax reduction, with the un-.
derstanding that it might try to add
some of Carter's other proposals when
the measure reached the House itself or
the Senate.

Songs, Dances, Skits, Are Part Of 'Twilight Cabaret'
Songs, dances, and skits by a ninemember cast of students from Murray
State University make up the fifth
annual "Twilight Cabaret" production
at Kentucky Dam Village State Park
each evening except Mondays.
Shows are presented at 8:30 p.m. on
the patio of the old beach house in the
park. Visitors may park on the lot near
the main highway and walk past a
construction project to the show site in
the old beach area.
To run through Aug. 6, the
vaudevillian-type show includes some
of the old GEoucho Marx and Abbott and
'Costello rtines, along with a variety
1 an audience sing-along.
of music
Produced ty Murray State in conjunction with the Kentucky Department
of Parks, the hour-long show is open to
the public at no admission charge.
Robert E: Johnson, director of the
University Theatre at Murray State, is
the production director Members of
the cast are:
Francie Beard, graduate student,

and Nancy Beard, junior, both of
Paducah; Johnny Cannon, Murray
senior; Robin Crutcher, Gilbertsville
senior; Tim Hawkins, Carbondale, M.,
sophomore; Julia Hell, Millstadt, M.,
junior; Rhonda Hertz, Red River,
sophomore; Russell Jones, Mayfield
junior; and David Price, Clay junior.
Jim Schempp, assistant professor of
theatre arts at Murray State, is the
technical director, and Henry Bannon,
associate professor of music, is the
musical director.
Other members of the production
staff are: Larry Riter, Butler, Ohio,
graduate student, stage manager;
Vicki Jo . Stevens, Paris, Tenn.,
graduate student, coptume designer;
and Jerry Frank, Paducah senior,
costumes
Among songs featured in the show
are "Cabaret," "The Entertainer,"
"Lullaby of Broadway," "Anything
Goes," "I Don't Know Why," "There'll
Be Some Changes Made,"• "Baby
Face," and "Charleston."

West Kentucky
Telephone To
Expand System
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corp. has been authorized
by the Kentucky Public Service
Commission to borrow $2.3 million for
expansion of its system.
The loan will be obtained from the
Rural Electrification Administration at
an interest rate of five percent per
allTIUM, payable over a 35-year period.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, headquartered
in
Mayfield, serves portions of Calloway,
Carlisle, Graves, Hickman, McCracken
and Marshall counties.

Fiscal Court
Set To Meet
Wednesday
Calloway County Fiscal Court is
expected to meet Wednesday, June 28,
at 9 a.m. for a regular monthly session.
The session will be In the offices of
Calloway County Judge-Executive'
Robert 0, Millet'.

Tobacco Lease Date
Is Near, ASCS Says
Farmers are reminded that Saturday, July 1, is the final date for'kasing
fire-cured and air-cured tobatili, according to David E. Riley, County
Executive Director, Calloway County
ASCS Office.
"There are people who need firecured and air-cured acreages to lease.
If you are not growing your_tobacco,
please contact the ASCS Office," Riley
said.

Courthouse
Offices Will
Close July 3,4
TWILIGHT CABARET — Members n1 The "Twilight Cabaret" cast are shown in one of the numbers from the
vaudeville-type production, which pl,os nightly except Mondays at Kentucky Dam Village State Park near
tones,
They are (left to right); David Price, Clay junior; Francie Beard, Paducah graduate student; Russell 'ones.
Hem.,
Red
Rhonda
sophomore;
Ill.,
Carbondale,
Mayfield junior Robin Crotchet, Gilbcdsville senior Tim Hawkins,
begins
show
-king
hour
The
junior,
Paducah
River, Ill., sophomore: Johnny Cannon Aurray senior and Nancy Beard,
at 8:30 p.m. on the patio of the old heath house. No admission is charged.

Al] offices In the Calloway County
Court House will be closed on 'Monday
araiTuesday, July 3 and 4, according to
officials in all offices.
The court house would have been
closed on Tuesday in,observanceof the
Independence Day holiday,so the office
voted to also close on Monday giving
the personnel a long holiday, a
spokesman said
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1,11a 1,1 ilson Is President
Of Secretaries'Chapter
Officers, of the Murray
Chapter of The National
Secretaries Association
lInternationall,for the 1978-79
year are Mia Wilson,
president; Doris Rowland,
CPS, of Peoples Bank,
president-elect; Linda
Chadwick, secretary
to
Donald Jones, Attorney-atLaw, vice-president; Sandra
Adams, of the Hughes and
Gregory
Law
Offices.
recording secretary; Carol
Sims,of the Murray Insurance
Agency, treasurer.
The newly-elected officers
were installed at the regular
May meeting of the.local NSA
Chapter.
Mia Wilson, secretary to
R.L. Cooper, administrator of

the Calloway County Health
Center, has been a member of
NSA for three years. serving
on various chapter committees and as president-elect
during 1977-78. She has an
extensive business career,
and has worked at the health
center since 1962. She is the
wife of Albert •'Took" Wilson.
The next regular meeting of
the Murray Chapter of NSA
will be on Monday. July 17,
with the place and time to be
released later.
NSA meetings are open to
all area secretaries. Information may be obtained by
contacting NSA Murray
Chapter, President Mia
Wilson.
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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6-12-78
Adults 118
Nursey 10
rIEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Geurin Vivian),
Rt. 6, Murray, Baby Girl
Glaner (Karen), A21 Fox
Meadow, Murray, Baby Boy
Kimbro I Barbara, Rt 5,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jenny K. Hargis and
Baby Girl, 704 Fairlane,
Murray, Harold McCreery,
804 Bagwell, Murray, Mrs.
Sabrinia A. Leslie, Rt. 1,
Alma, Mrs. Shirley J. Swift,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Linda G.
Turner, 1406 Sycamore,
Murray,
Miss
Fariba
Hashemi, 1516 London Dr.,
MurrayMrs. Maybelle Jones,
Box 651, Murray, Torn E.
Travis, Rt. 3, Murray. Milford
L.Mathes, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Christine C. Coklow...401 N.
Cherry, Murray, Charles J.
Roesch, Rt. 2, Murray, Robert
L. Adams, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Leslie W. Moore, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Lovie C.
Adams, Rt. 1, Murray.

6-13-78
ADULTS 118
NURSERY 7
NO NEWBORNS LISTED
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy T. Schroader
and Baby Girl, Rt. I, Almo,
Ky.. Mrs. Ida M. Stunson, 171
i(iviera Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Sharon T. Myers and Baby
Girl. Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Shirley A. Oakley and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2. Benton, Derrick W.
Smits,Green Acres Tr. Ct., 9,
Murray, Mrs. Mary D. Linn,
811 College Cts., Murray, Ken
A. Miller, Jr., Rt. 1, Farmington. Ken A. Miller, Rt. 1,
Far mington
George E. Colson, 808
Bagwell, Murray, Mrs. Helen
K. Parrish, Rt. I, Dexter,
Nicky J. Lovett, 802 So. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Irene Curry,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Rubye
M. Burchett, Route 3, Benton,
Richard Elliott, Box 210 D.
New Concord, Mrs. Kimberly
A. Adams, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
Larry K. Downey, 745 Nash
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Anna L.
Phippen, 805 Manely, Paris,
Tenn. Mrs. Shirley R.
Buchanan, Rt. 6, Box 131,
Murray.
Rufus J. Garland, 507
Chestnut, Murray, Prentice T.
Ahart, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs. Ruby
C. Hargis. 1205 Poplar,
Murray, Noble W. Simmons,
Hazel, Charlie I. Carter, Rt. 1,
Box 132, Murray,Daris L. Orr,
Rt. 2, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Mrs. Verba S. Pace expired),
P.O. Box 52, Hardin.
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Murray Chiropractic Center
903 Sycamore Street, Murray, Ky.

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
Announees

MICE
Administrator
Bookkeeper
Business Office
Credit Office
Information
Insurance
Medicare

the following change of Hours

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
9-12 2-5:30
Thursday 9-12 CLOSED SATURDAY
For Appointment or Consultation Call

753-9909
,loring the above hours

Activities at Kenlake State
Park will be arts and crafts in
recreational hotel room at ten
a.m.; dinosaur egg hunt at one
p.m., and watermelon seed
spit at 1:30 p.m., hotel front
lawn; orienteering program
at campground at 2:30 p.m.;
registration for challenge of
the sexes at 4:15 p.m. and
challenge of the sexes at 4:30
p.m., hotel front lawn; bubble
gum blowing contest at
campground bath house at
6:30 p.m.; Hatfielris and
McCoys-the great Vendetta
at eight p.m.at tiotel meeting
room.
-

ADDRESS
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.

PHONE

SPECIALTY

NAME
Austin, Clegg F.
Binford, R. Bailey
Clark, Charles D.
Cook, Gene
Cunningham, Richard R.
Hart, James C.
Houston, Hale E.
Houston, Hugh
Hughes, Donald G.
Hutson, Richard
Jackson, H. S.
Jones, Conrad H.
Kelly, Prue
Lowry, C. C.
Marquardt, R. Gory
P'Pool, Billy
Stout, Richard H.
Wilson, William

Pediatrics
General Practice
& Psychiatry
Family Practice
011-GIN
08-GIN
EENT
Gen. Surgery
Gen. Practice
Gen. Practice
Family Practice
Urology
OB-GYN
Radiology
Can. Surgery
Family Practice
Can Practice
Allergy re
Radiology

ADDRESS

753-7318

5th & Walnut, Murray, Ky.

753-0857
753-0213
753-9300
753-1550
753-3131
753-0636
753-0642
753-2622
442-0683
753-9240
753-9300
759-1805
753-3355
7S3-0704
753-1352
753-7451
759-1805

803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
307 S. 8th St., Murray, Ky.
305 S. 8th St., Murray, Ky.
715 S. 12th St., Murray, Ky.
805 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
807 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky..
1532 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, Ky.
805 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
305 S. 8th St., Murray, Ky.
Hospital, 2nd Floor, Murray, Ky.
807 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
901 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
5th & Walnut, Murray, Ky.
Hospital, 2nd Floor, Murray, Ky.
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It is realized that the above changes may be somewhat confusing and somewhat inconvenient
for a short time. However, in six months to one year most of the doctors will be permanently relocated and the overall health care delivery system for you, the patient, will have improved.
If we can be of an;assistance during these continued transitional periods since the fire,
please call or write us. hank you for your cooperation and understanding.
The Staff of Houston-McDevitt aimc

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Miss Angela Dial of Kirksey
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Land Between the Lakes
activities will include stream
stroll starting at Golden Pond
Visitor Center at two p.m.,
and "friacrame workshop at.
Empire Farm from 12:30 to
four p.m.

LesSon on silk flower
making by Linda Wright will
be held at the Fellowship Hall
of the First Baptist Church at
ten a.m.

PHONE
753-1340
753-1340
753-1340
753-1340
753-1340
753-1340
753-1340

After June 30, 1978, the following addresses and telephone numbers will be effective for each
doctor. If it is necessary to see a doctor for health care or it is necessary to discuss on administrative matter that involves your doctor then you should call your doctor's office directly.

Sale Starts Wednesday

Summer Vacation Sale
Boys
Girls

*Suits
*Dress Pants
*Jeans 200/

*Dresses
*Jeans
*Tops
*Shorts
*Swim wear

Off

Infants

Star Wars
Pendants

Boys

*Health-Tex Sets
*Tops
*Sh°
rts20 0
*Sunsuits
Off
*Swim wear

Off

Waist Size 25-30

•p

*Swimwear

Jeans
ihl

Si

*Shirts
Off

Group

Final Days

-L.

Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.

Special program on "Ghosts
of the Past" will be at The
HomepLace, Land Between the
Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.

G
li
kS
t

4.) Insurance Filing - The Clinic Insurance and Medicare Offices will continue functioning until
approximately August 1, 1978. The Clinic will assist you in filing insurance claims for all services/items received prior to June 25, 1978.
Note: Insurance claims for all services/items received after June 25, 1978 will be filed by your
doctor's office.
After June 30, 1978 the following addresses and telephone numbers will be effective for "The
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc."

Douglas Nutrition Center
PADUCAH PATIENT
activities will be bingo at 11:30
Lynn Burkeen of Murray
a.m., lunch at noon, and has been dismissed from
games at 12:30 p.m.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Thursday, June 29
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens.

P.

sessile leresie PO%

rEadici

LYONS TWINS
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Lyons
of Murray Route Seven are the
parents of twin girls born on
Wednesday, June 14, at the
Walk interpreting night Western Baptist Hospital,
sounds and sights near Paducah. Courtney Brook,
Honker Lakeliiill start at 8:30 weighing five pounds fourtetn
p.m. at Center Station, Land ounces
and
measuring
Between the Lakes. Each is to nineteen inches, was born at
bring a flashlight.
12:19 p.m. and Hilary Dawn,
weighing six pounds two
Exhibit of drawings and ounces
and
measuring
paintings by Sue Ann Sears, nineteen inches, was barn at
Goshen, Ohio, will open at the 12:20 p.m.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
The father is employed with
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Lyons Electric, Murray.
Murray State University, and
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Lyons of Murray
continue through July 9.
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Wednesday, June 28
Goodridge of Largo, Fla.
Hazel Senior Citizens will ° Great grandparents are Mr.
meet at the Hazel Community and Mrs. Lee Lyons of
Center with Jean Cloar, Murray, Mrs. Ruby Stevenson
county _ agent in home of Cadiz, Mr. and Mrs. Millard
economics, to give a Marston and
Lawrence
demonstration on canning and Corbett, of Bangor Maine.
freezing at twelve noon.
JOHNSON GIRL
Kylie Flowers is the name
Wednesday,.June 28
Activities at Kenlake State chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Park include arts and crafts In N. Johnson, 816 Nottingham
hotel recreational room at ten Drive, Sherwood Forrest,
a.m.; frisbee fling at hotel Murray, for their baby girl,
front lawn at one p.m.; pool weighing seven pounds seven
extravaganza at hotel pool at ounces, measuring 193,4 intwo p.m.; scavenger hunt at ches, born Wednesday, May
campground bath house at 17, at the Murray-Calloway
3:30 p.m.; shuffleboard County Hospital.
They have one son, Eric
tournament at hotel court at
Carter,
age.31--2. The father is
slide
Kenlake
p.m.;
4:30
program at 6:30 p.m. and film an assistant professor in infestival at 7:30 p.m., both at struction and learning at
hotel meeting room; bingo at Murray State University. Mrs.
Flowers
of
campground amphitheatre at Odonia
Philadelphia, Pa., is a
eight p.m.
grandmother.
Twilight Cabaret featuring
Murray State University
students will be at the Kentucky Dam Village Park at
8:30 p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Bowling for senior citizens
William Hina of Murray has
will be at Corvette Lanes at been dismisied from Lourdes
1:30p.m.
Hospital, Paducah.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

Ladies luncheon will be at
Murray Country Club at noon
with ladies tennis guest day
and golf at nine a.m.

aot"1jj
041 N Central Ctr

b/ 318 Ree-rit

Lesa Hoke, Jena Hoke, and
Tuesday,June 27
Tau Phi Lambda will meet Sandra Rice will sing at 12:30
at the WOW Hall at seven p.m. p.m. at the Douglas Nutrition
with Jackson as Hostess.
Center with bingo at 11:30
a.m. and lunch at twelve noon.
Lake Area Singles will meet
for a potluck dinner at the
Friday, June 30
Bank of Marshall County,
Kirksey United Methodist
Benton, at seven p.m. This is Church fellowship hall will be
open to any person single by the scene of a potluck by the
reason of widowhood, divorce, Lynn Grove and Kirksey
or never having been married. Senior Citizens at 6:30 p.m.
with program by Murray
Murray TOPS (take off Swing and Sway Band.
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.

N. Posses•He Berge",lite
Final Days

The purpose of lhis letter is to inform you that "The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc." has
decided to dissolve this corporation.
Storting July 1, 1978 the eighteen doctors of the clinic will start functioning as individual
private proctioners or as a member of a separate two or three man group practice.
Registration, cashiering, filing of insurance, charging, billing, collecting and all other administrative functions will be performed at each individual doctor's office. Therefore, if it is
necessary for you to see your doctor for health care of if it is necessary to discuss an administrative matter, you should contact your doctor's office directly.
Regarding "The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc."
1) Laboratory - "The Houston-McDevitt Clinic" Laboratory will stop operating June 25, 1978.
All laboratory work after this date will be done by the Hospital and the Hospital will bill you for
this service. Service received prior to June 25, 197$ will appear on your Clinic bill.
2.) Pharmacy - "The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc." Pharmacy was sold and ceased
operation on May 21, 1978. Items received from the pharmacy prior to May 21, 1978 will appear
on your Clinic bill.
3.) Billing - (a) The bill you receive for July 1978 from "The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc."
will contain the total amount owed to the Clinic for all services you received for which the Cinic
has not received payment. This bill will be for items or services received from "The HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc." laboratory, pharmacy, x-ray deportment, glasses (Clinic's shore) department, re-billing charges, medical supplies, etc. This bill will not include the individual fee of the
Doctor you visited. Each individual doctor will bill you for services as you have received from
him, have charged, and have not paid for as yet.
hill. The August, 1978 bill and all sub(b) The July, 1978 Clinic bill will be a computer type
_ sequent Clinic bills will not be computer type bills.
(c) Since the Clinic is dissolving, you should hove your bill paid in full within a reasonable
length of time or make special payment arrangements with the Clinic Credit Office.

Lee
floh

N

The wedding will be solemnized on Wednesday. July 5, at six
p.m. on the lawn of the home of the bride-elect's uncle, George
E. Story and Mrs. Story, Circle Drive, Oak Hill Subdivision,
Route Eight, Benton. Bro. Terry Walters of the Fail-dealing
Church of Christ will officiate. '..
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding.

•• CALENDAR

FAMW
A

Mrs. Carleen Oakley of Benton Route Seven and Charles E:
Story of Benton Route Six announce the approaching marriage
of their daughter, Kimberly Shaun Story, to Barry Kent Darnall, son of Ted Darnall of Gilbertsville Route One and the late
Norma Dean Darnall.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ludy Story of
the Cedar Crest Senior Citizens Home and the late G. H.
iChick a Story, and Mrs. C. C. England and the late Carver C.
England. Sr., of Benton Route Seven. She is a 1978 graduate of
;Marshall County High School and has one year in electronics
ht the Paducah Area Vocational Educational Center.
Mr. Darnall is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Thorn of
Alino Route One and the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Darnall of
Benton Route One, and the great grandson of Mrs. Auda Thwean of Almo Route One. He is a 1973 graduate of Calloway
County High School and is presently employed by the Angels of
Mercy Ambulance Service of Paducah.

Hospital News colt COMMUNITY

f

M

Story & Darnall Vows
To Be Read On July 5

\lath

/

Req $400
Sale

Girls

Lightweight

Jackets

25%

sp

of
1

Free

I

Poster & Dice

$
2
49

with purchase of Sedgefield Jeans

Children's Fashions

4 Ways

To Shop

Lakeside Singers will sing at
Ltke Barkley State Park at
p.m.

'CASH
.CHARGE
•VISA

Twilight Cabaret will ba at
Kentucky Dam Village Park
at 810 p.m.

*MASTER
CHARGE

7he
,
Stef

HOURS 10 6 Mon Sot , 10-8 Fri
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-1795

adder
e

Have
A
Great
Vacation

•
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Let's Stay Well

Lee Family Visits In
Homes: Others Visiting
By Mrs. R. D. Key
June 19, 1978

The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee of Roseville, Mich., came
in Monday and stayed until
Friday visiting Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Blakely returned home with
them to spend a few days.
They will take the Jerry Lee
family with them to Niagara
Falls next week for a few days
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall, Mrs. Charlene
Whitford and baby, Tommy
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall at the home of Glynn
Orr on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Duke of
Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Martin visited Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington and Mrs. Holice
Grooms visited Mrs. Wilma
Paschall in the Wright Nursing Home and Ruben Fletcher on Sunday. Mrs. Fletcher
went to Jackson Hospital
Sunday for Surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Baucurn of Mayfield visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
.and sons, Rickie and Brian,
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Monday afternoon to see Bro.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee.

By F J L Blasingame.N.D

SPECIAL

Treating Chtici Over Objrction OfParents

James
Latimer
and
daughter, Candace, visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key on
Wednesday and carried them
a nice package of country ham
from Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Latimer which was appreciated very much. Thanks
to Mr. and Mrs. Latimer, it
was delicious.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall was
taken ill Monday night and
rushed to Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., by
ambulance suffering with a
heart condition and kidney
infection. Visitors in to see her
in the hospital the past week
were Bro. James Philps,_Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and. Mitch.,
Rickie Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Maburn Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Paschall, Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Mr.and Mrs.
Waymon Young, Mrs. Brenda
Jenkins, Mrs. Susan Lee, and
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Baucum.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
visited Mrs. Wilma Paschalt
on Thursday.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke on Saturday. Bro.
Sills visited R. D. Key
Saturday morning.
Bro. and Mrs. Lynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, visited the
Glynn Orrs and R. D. Keys on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale
are visited this week with Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins in
Chicago,Ill.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H.
Morris visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Monday at the home
of Glynn Orr.
R. D. Key has been sick the
past week with a cold and was
unable to attend church or.
Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Ellis on Sunday.
The children grandchildren
of Arlin Paschall spent
Fathers Day with Mm. Other
visitors were Ancil Wicker
and Mrs. Holice Grooms.

Q: Mr. D. P. writes that
a local judge in the community has ordered that a
three-year-old child with
leukemia must receive the
treatment prescribed by
his physician even though
the parents do not want
(heir child to receive the

FERsoillus
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Corbet Farless of 1311
Vine Street, Murray, has been
dismissed from
Barnes
Hospital, St. Louis, Mo.

HERE

GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
had as their guests for their
50th wedding anniversary on
June 15 their son, Gene
Fairchild and wife, Donna, of
Omaha, Nebraska, and
another son, James S.
Jimmie) Klapp of Bowie,
Md., and Washington, D.C.

medicine. It is a toxic
material and is said to be
life-threatening. The

@: Ms. S. W. wants to
know
the color of sungpar- lassesifmakes
any differwant
ents are reported to
ence
to
v.ision.
only vitamins and a very A • According to the Calinutritious diet.
Medical AssociaMr. D. P. asks, -Don't forma
tion. medium to dark gray
the parents have the final
causes the least color dissay about what treatment
their child should
receive?"
A: It is generally true
that the wishes of the parents are followed in the
management of the
illnesses of their children.
However, when a physician is managing a lifethreatening disease and
the possibility of relief or
cure exists, the rights of
the child have to be considered. Nuch depends on the
facts
cage. Occasionally, a judge
will rule that the child is
entitled to the prescribed
tmatment, even over the
objection of the parents.
Fortunately, these tense,
grave situations are
uncommon. It is probably
accurate to say that public
opinion is shifting more
toward respecting the
rights of the child and that
such court interventions
may increase in the future.

each particular

tortion and the best color
perception. Next best is
green, but it produces
some color distortion.
Blue lenses result in a
blurring of the red and
green of signal lights and
can be somewhat hazard-

Miss Brown
Honored
At Luncheon

ous in traffic.
-The most interference
with color perception
comes from orange. and
pink. These colors are often worn more for fashion
than for comfort or necessity.
Sunglasses should never
be worn at night because
they seriously impair visibility.
If you wear prescription
glasses to correct visual
error, your sunglasses
should have the same prescription correction. Wearers of contact lenses can
wear nonprescription
tinted glasses.
Wearing clip-on sunglasses adds considerable
weight, often leading to
discomfort, and can interfere with clear vision.

•2piecesoffish filet
Sachleben
• crispfrench fries
At Convention • creasnycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.

Miss Luanne Holland
Brown, July bride-elect of
Matthew Cross Patterson IV,
was honored with a bridal
luncheon Tuesday, June 20, at
the home of Mrs. Eugene
Berrill.
Leah Sachleben, daughter of
Assisting Mrs. Ben-ill as Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
hostesses were Mrs. William Sachleben of Louisville, is the
Danny Lawrence of Murray
Read, Mrs. A. G. Wilson, and delegate to the fifty-second
has been a patient at Lourdes
Mrs. Charles Simons.
Hospital, Paducah.
biennial convention of Alpha
The tables were covered Phi International Fraternity,
with coral linen cloths and Inc. in Palm Beach, Fla., June
centered with crystal and 22-27.
Mrs. Lottie Lawrence of
silver bowls of magnolia
Kirksey has been a patient at
Miss Sachleben is a junior
blossoms. Places
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
were majoring in criminology at
marked with miniature Murray State University. She
Down Concord Way---nosegays. A delicious salad serves as vice-president of the
plate was served to the Murray State University
honoree and twenty-two chapter of Alpha Phi..
guests.
The
Murray
student
The hostesses presented graduated from Durrett High
Miss Brown with the serving School and plans to attend law
platter to her chosen pottery school after graduation from
as a wedding gift.
Murray State University.
By Estelle.Spiceland
tirelessly to get this fund, did
June 19, 1978
not put off until tomorrow
The most commendable what he could do then, for now
move made in New Concord he is gone.
by the cooperation of the
Before another hard winter,
many honoring their departed it is hoped that a road can be
ones
the built to the back of the
loved
was
establishing of a permanent cemetery and graveled.
Carter
fund for the upkeep of the
Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Concord Cemetery. No one -Shoemaker's country home
Studio
misses the contributions, but bought from the Robert Bucys,
Portraits and
all concerned can. be proud is complete now. They are the
that no longer is this sacred proud parents of an adopted
plot over run with briars and baby daughter which was the
bushes as it once was.
center of attraction Sunday
7534298
It is good that Frank after church at New Concord
McCuiston, one who worked Church
of
Christ
Congratulations.
5 W OMAN NE EDE WOMAN NEEDIIWOMAN NEED
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
(
Spiceland living at the formedPrices Good Thru
Randall Patterson farm have
Lu
N EEDUWOMAN
sold, we hear, and moved t,
0
Wed. 9:00-8:00
Mon 9:00-6:00
Alabama
their
where
Thurs. 9:00-8:00
Tue. 9:00-6:00
, daughters live.
Fri. 9:00-8:00
Much more than I would
have enjoyed a trip to Florida,
I enjoyed a recent afternoon
-drive with Mrs. Berline Lovins
as she drove to hay fields
around Providence to take
cold drinks to her husband as
one seam dawn the bock no pothe baled hay.
iern or zipper needed,
knots-solids and prints
We stopped in at Jim
•Buy 4 inches less than bust measurment
in
Allbritten's
store
Providence where he recalled
Lowest Price Evert
that Allbrittens had been in
SAVE' •Reg $5"
store business since days
when supplies were brought in
*Nylon 8 Lycra Spandex
•Attractive Prints in Floral
by steam boat to the nearest
Geometric
Inch
stock.
designs
8 All
But arthritis will cause thP
sale of the store.
We walked over the
4=1111•1101111=1°
Providence Cemetery where it
Complete with Automatic Fine Tuning, this beautifully
seems more of our relatives
crafted Magnavox will bring you accurately tuned picsleep than anywhere else.
tures on any channel-UHF or VHF. It also has a
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TypeS
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values-even without these special savings!
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Blue Navy Blue
Hart place. It revived
Reg 52"
memories of by gone school
days when Mr. Hart visited
Req $7"
a
schools and entertained us
Lu
with poems such as "That Old
L
Sweetheart of Mine" and
others.
Junior
We saw finecorn crops along
the way and the exceptional
CALCUTTA
•Lighter Weight
•Solid Colors
garden near Bob and Warren
•Assorted Stripes
•Sew Easy rare
Allbritten's and sister, Cassie
SAVE 2 3
*Solid Colors
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SAVE H
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for former owners.
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On this Father's Day the old
. ..
Stock
41L
front porch of the late Edward
Lovins no longer has his porch
0
swing. It was stolen. His
granddaughter's f.nmily, the
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"%access.,*Simplicity
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Springs, will miss it. It had
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Value,
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Judging from traffic, people
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PADUCAH PATIENT

PATIENT AT PADUCAH

CHOOSE COLOR OF
SUNGLASSES CAREFULLY

Sew Up
Fashions
&Save

Captain D's.
Offer good thru June 30,'78
Murray ,Ky.
753-9383

Reg. Sir Inch

12

Model 4524 Early American
25" diagonal Fine Furniture Console

Poly & Cotton

DENIM

SAVE

Save

Yd.

1" Yd.

$130.00 Now$499"

Model 6444 — Early American ctyling

Great Listening, Beautiful Styling
Now, for a remarkably low price, you can enjoy
fabulous Magnavox Dimensional Sound from Stereo
FM/AM radio, your favorite records or from optional
tape equipment . Unlike ordinary' consoles with only
front projected sound, front and side-fired speakers
wilisurround you with the full beauty of music.8 Track
plVer/recorder available

SAVE $100.00 NOW

$29995

Yd.
KMLECLOTp
TYPE '

LINEN-TYPE
WEAVES

1

Yd.
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Solid
Color CHINO

Yd.

19" diagonal Color Portable. Model 4310,

1.4.11114
4
Our Entire *
4
4
PATTERNS

I

Each

N

$36995

Great Modular Music System
1
Model 1709 is feature-packed for great stereo; A fullfeatured tuner/amplifier, a full-size 3-speed automatic
turntable, plus a fine performing built-in 8-track tape
player. .Two sealed back speakers with a special vented design project great Magnavox sound. -

SAVE $20.00 NOW $1

1995
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*
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SAVE $30.00 NOW
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INSTANT DRESS
The Top Is Already Shirred!
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PLUS REG.DRINK

HUGE SAVINGS

Sat. 9:00-6:00

..SWIMWEAR FABRICS

Polyester

only

Permanent Fund Now
For Concord Cemetery

Sat. July 1ST
NEW HOURS

IBIRICS

Captain D's.

NVIAJOAA'AG9 N

(Formerly JIB Music-James and Betty Clayten,Owners)

,0
NVINOM

everywhere come to
Kentucky. There is no better
place to live or to die.

Dixieland Center

753-7575

Murray, Ky.
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Looking Back-

Opinion Page

_MK

10 Years Ago
John Robertson, Mark Kennedy, Bob
Etaar, Rodney Lowe, Clair Eversmeyer, and David Garrison are pictured with the Rev. Lloyd Ramer as
they received their God and Country
awards in Scouting at the First
Methodist Church. They are members
of Troop 45.
Debbie Rogers and Jayne Scott won
first place in their division in the
Purchase Area 4-H Club Style Show
held at Murray State University.
The Rev. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
has been appointed as minister of the
First Methodist Church to succeed the
Rev. Lloyd Rayner who has been appointed to St. Luke's church in Memphis, Tenn.
Dr. Joseph Price has resigned as
associate professor of English at
Murray State University to join the
faculty at Morehead State University.
The Rev. and Mrs. B. R. Winchester
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jenna Kay, to Mark A. Lassiter, son of
Mrs. Florene Lassiter and the late
Adolphus Lassiter.

By DONALD M.ROMBERG
Associated Press Writer

Capitol Ideas

Strauss
Under Lights
WASHINGTON API — Fill a room
with more people than it's meant to
hold. Turn on banks of high-intensity
Ights to drive the temperature to the
equivalent of high noon in the Sahara.
And in the middle of it all, plunk down
Robert Strauss, political magician and
inflationfighter
It all happened when the former
Democratic National Committee
before
chairman appeared
a
congressional committee to report on
the Carter administration's war on
inflation.
Strauss is President Carters top field
commander in that war and a crowd
quickly filled the hearing room.
He gave the latest economic news and
then offered this touch of political
history to the sweating spectators:
"Back to Texas to get the
Democratic presidential nomination
for Lyndon Johnson.
"We would hire big halls and get 1,000
or so peon* out for meetings, but they
were spread out and the press would
report that Johnson spoke to an empty
hall.
"The Kennedy people would hire
little cramped halls and the press would
report that Kennedy spoke to an
audience that burst the seams of the
hall and spilled outside.
-We caught on after four months. By
that time. Kennedy had the nomination.
"I hope the press will report today

that the audience burst the seams of
this room and spilled over to hear about
the administration's moves against
inflation."
Washington is loaded with people who
like to say they are acting on behalf of
"future generations of Americans."
At a recent meeting of the White
House Council on Environmental
Quality, the inevitable question was
raised:
-What will be the impact of this on
future generations of Americans?"
From the back of the room, a voice
asked, "What have they ever done for
us?"
Sen. Harrison Williams, DN.J., spent
much of the last five weeks on the
Senate floor listening to the filibuster
that finally forced a controversial labor
bill back to committee.
A day or two before Williams and
other backers of the bill were forced to
withdraw it, a letter reached the New
Jersey senator.
It was one that Williams sent 12 years
ago to a constituent in Robbinsville.
The envelope was stamped
"Damaged in Handling," and "Not
Deliverable as Addressed."
In the letter, Williams explained why
he supported an unsuccessful effort to
break a filibuster on a bill to repeal the
right-to-work provision in the Taft.
Hartley Act.

Business Mirror

Bs John tunniff

The Statistical
Steering Mechanism
WASHINGTON AP — Since this
huge economy of ours is steered by
statistics, the statistics had better be
verifiably correct or else the economy
is liable to run upon some reefs.
That we have come aground a few
times is obvious, but seldom have we
been able to measure clearly the
contribution made by the statistical
steering mechanism. But it's a factor,
as we may yet learn.
"A problem that in my judgement is
growing is that lawyers pass laws for
areas where statistics don't exist," said
Joseph Duncan, whose job it is to oversee and establish policy for the use of
numbers.
AS director of the Office of Federal
Statistical Policy and Standards,
Duncan is concerned, for example, by
the absence of employment and
unemployment statistics for local
urban areas.
Undeterred. Congress nevertheless
passed the Comprehensive Training
and Employment Act, with certain
funds to be distributed on the basis of
joblessness. Legislators, he said,
assumed there were figures.
In truth, he concedes, there is even
some question about the national
jobless rate, now just over 6 percent.
Based on the criteria used two decades
ago, he said, some feel it is overstated.
by 2 percent.
Nevertheless, the HumphreyHawkiiis
Bill sets as a national goal the reduction
of unemployment to 4 percent, a
situation Duncan calls a "misuse of statistics."
Duncan deals with numbers as
seriously as a linguist deals with words.
They must be used precisely. They
must be alive, meaningful. They must
communicate. "Statistics should be responsive to users," he says.
A fellow of the American Statistical
Association, Duncan assumed his
present role in January 1974, after
having produced a report while at
Batelle Memorial Institute on the integrity of federal statistics.
He has put a priority on coherence,
issuing at the end of 1977 a job title
manual that attempts to bring order to
a chaotic situation in which ,different
departments called similar jobs by

names. .
Under his guidance the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, which
codifies the different types of business
enterprises, is also being revised, again
with coherence one of the major goals.
But perhaps the largest undertaking
now is "A Framework for Planning
U.S. Federal Statistics for the 1980s," a
comprehensive review of the total
statistical system, the first since the
1930.
In the works for the past four years, it
is scheduled for publication this
summer."I reviewed every word in it,"
said Duncan of the 1,200 pages of
materials that deal with every conceivable problem.
The Gross National Product, the total
output of goods and services, is also
being examined as part of a separate
project. the purpose being to improve
the data base by interviews with
economists and businessmen.

various

Letter To The Editor

Extends
Thanihs-To The Editor:
On behalf of the June Dairy Month
Committee I would like to take this
opportunity to thank each and every
one who helped make June Dairy
Month a success.
A special thanks to The Murray
Ledger & Times staff for their time and
help with our special section. And also,
to the Co-Op, Woods Florist and Northside IGA for their door prize
donations.
To the consumers, we appreciate
your support and hope it will continue.
Come an visit our farms, let us share
our way of life with you.
Sincerely,
Katie letterman
June Dairy Month Committee

'puss so

20 Years Ago

And the beat goes .on

Garrott s Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Friends Depart, but Memories
Step in to Take Their Places
George, now living in Los Angeles.
What ever happened to the big, funloving families of a few years back — was a tempermental, left-handed
those of six, seven and even a dozen passer who could throw the ball into the
next county if he had to and ocyoungsters?
When we were growing up out on casionally did. William and Richard
West Broadway near the Mayfield still live in Mayfield. Julian and J. K.
CountryClub, there were 20 poys in our live in North Carolina, and MagaimiS11
neighborhood whose ages were within realtor in Louisville.
Two doors from there were the three
range of an elating, afternoon-long
Carrico boys — John L., Ignatius and
game of touch football.
True, one or two were "too old" and Houston. Ig also was a passer and
felt it a bit below their dignity to play generally threw against George. John
with us, but more often than not they L., who now lives in Memphis, and
wouldn't be able to withstand the Houston, like the rest of us, went out for
temptation and would shuck their coats those passes until our sides heaved and
and ties and go out for an occasional our tongues hung out. Ig went on to
pass. There also were two or three work at the Merit Clothing Company,
others who were "too little" but they while Houston travels West Kentucky
were included by being permitted to for a meat packing firm.
The two Routt boys — Wilson and
retrieve the ball after the long, missed
Jimmy — played with us until their
passes.
When Joe Belote passed away in parents carted them off to Nicholsville
Mayfield last week after a year-long- to-Hve. Wilson has long been associated
illness, his death rekindled many of with the Universityof Kentucky, while
those happy times. Joe was a brother of Jimmy is in real estate in Indianapolis.
Jack Belote, a partner in Purdom's
And, there were the three Garrott
Inc., here in Murray, and Mrs. Wells
boys, Jeff, Dan and myself: Dan still
(Alice Purdom, Sr.
There were six of the Belote boys, lives in Mayfield, while Jeff, a retired
four of whom—Bill, Joe, Jack and Air Force man, lives in Jesup, Ga.
Dick Stubblefield was the only boy in
Frank — played in those touch football
games, many of which were played on his family and rounded out our West
lotes' front lawn. It seems to Broadway gang. He now lives in
-the
have hrunk since then, but in those Paducah.
Of the 20, most of us played touch
days t was all the playing field we
You were out of bounds when football for hours on crisp fall afternoons, had flashlight battles on hot
you fell through the hedges.
The two older Belote boys, Robert summer nights, sneaked late night
and John L, already were out in the swims in the country club pool, built
world seeking their fortunes and sage huts in the woods, ate green apmissed those exciting games. Bill is ples, made blackberry wine and
still a building contractor in Mayfield. smoked corn silks, grape vines and
Frank, who can play the harmonica "rabbit tobacco" well out of sight of our
with the best of the Grand Old Opry parents. If young boys did it in those
stars, is an insurance representative in days, chances are we tried it.
++++++
Dunn, N. C.
Although Joe had much rather hunt
++++++
About a quarter-mile down the road rabbits, squirrels and quail, I well
were the Maddox boys,seven of them — remember him in those touch football
Hal, Julian, Richard, George, William, games. His tag wasn't exactly what you
Marvin and J. K. Hal, now deceased, would call "a touch." However, I
was too old for us, but Julian, Richard, vividly recall one incident involving
George and William were fierce Joe whichlook -place one spring day in
competitors. Marvin and J. K. helped the Belotes' barn.
Joe was cleaning out the winter
retrieve the passes.
pileup of manure in the cow's stall,
putting it on their green plot. I was in a
crib next to the stall, and looking
through a knothole about the size of a
baseball, was taunting and teasing him
for having to work. He went right ahead
with his cleaning job, seemingly paying
absolutely no attention to me or what I
was yethng.
Then, suddenly, without any warning
whatsoever, he slung a shovelful of that
juicy, green and stinking stuff right at
that knothole! His aim was perfect, and
a big juicy glob of it came through it
and caught me snack in the eye. I can
hear him laughing now as I stumbled to
the watering trough outside to wash it
off. I never teased him again.
++++++
Joe also was one who never hesitated
to speak his mind. One time a well•••-•••
known restaurant operator opened a
• I •
• •
• •
new eating place in Mayfield. His grand
opening was a big, gala party to which

be invited virtually everyone in town —
all except Joe and his wife, Virginia.
Somehow, they had been overlooked.
Naturally, this didn't set too well with
Joe, as he and Virginia had been
somewhat embarrassed because of the
oversight.
Some time later, the restaurant
operator came across Joe and Virginia
dining out elsewhere in town. Going up
to their table and giving a bottle of
perfume to Virginia, he apologized to
them for their not being invited to his
big party.
"Think nothing of it," Joe is said to
have remarked, calling the fellow's
name. "If I had had a big party,'
wouldn't have invited you either."
That was Joe. He saw it, Hied it and
told .it like he saw it.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 27, the 178th
day of 1978. There are 187 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1950, President Harry
Truman ordered the U.S. Air Force and
Navy to help repel a North Korean invasion of South Korea.
On this date: ,
In 1844, Mormon leaders Joseph and
Hyrum Smith were killed by a mob in
Carthage, Ill. Brigham Young became
head of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.
In 1847, New York and Boston were
Inked by telegraph.
In 1893, prices collapsed on the New
York Stock Exchange, setting off, a
Major depression.
1- In 1942, the FBI disclosed the captilre
of eight Nazi saboteurs who had been
put ashore from a submarine on New
York's Long Island.
In 1943, in World War II, American
bombers attacked the Germanoccupied city of Athens, Greece.
In 1974, President Richard Nixon
arrived in Moscow to begin his third
summit meeting with Soviet Communist
Party leader Leonid Brezhnev.
Ten years ago: James Earl Ray,
fighting extradition from Britain,
denied he had shot Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. A U.S. government lawyer
said Ray was "the single hand" that
killed the civil rights leader.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon vetoed a bill that would have cut
off all funds for the bombing of Cambodia.
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that lawyers cannot constitutionally be prevented from advertising fees charged for routine legal
services.
Toda ,'s birthdays: Retired airline
executive Juan Trippe is 79 years old.
Thought for today: My religion is a
matter solely between my maker and
myself — Mohand S Gandhi, Indian
nationalist, 1869-1948.

William H. Aden, Jr., Larry D.
Hosford, Cleatus R. Cagle, Willie F.
Jackson, and Fred L. Wilson of the
ROTC at Murray State College have
been assigned to the U. S. Army ROTC
Summer Camp at Fort Knox for six
weeks of field training.
Prof. John Winter, organist, and
Prof. Lawrence Rickert, soloist, will
present a joint sacred voice-organ
recital on June 29 at the First Methodist
Church.
Jesse Johnson, owner of Johnson's
Grocery, said today that the initial
phase of a major remodeling job at his
grocery store has just been completed.
The Murray American Legion
baseball team beat Hickman 5 to 4 with
Robert Ball and Jerry Grogan as
Murray pitchers.
Ray Mofield has been named as
general manager of Radio Station
WCBL, Benton.
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30 Years Ago
A hail storm and heavy winds on the
afternoon of June 25 damaged crops in
different sections of the county, according to County Agent S. V. Foy.
On June 25 at one a.m., forty-six
years after the 1902 broadcast of
Nathan B. Stubblefield which is

INCLUDE

Rings. Ro

C)

credited in the 1948 World Almanac,

Radio Station WNBS held its equipment
test at the studio on the Benton highway. Mother Stubblefield, Vernon, Sr.,
was the first to speak on the new 200
watt station.
Deaths reported include Col. Sidney
J. Snook, former member of the
Murray State College Board of
Regents.
Noel Melugin has opened his new
boating business at 201 South Seventh
Street, Murray.
Barbara Jo Walker, Miss America of
1947, and Dr. John Vernon Hummel
were married June 26 at Memphis,
Term. Her parents are from Calloway
County.
"Intrigue" starring George Raft,
June Havoc, and Helena Carter is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.

Bible Thought
For I am the Lord thy God, the holy
one of Israel, thy Saviour: . . Thou
wast precious in my sight, . . . and I
have loved thee. Isaiah 43:3-4
God showed just how much He
loved us when He sent Christ to die
in our place

4. ern.
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Students Killed, Injured In
Riot On Texas-Mexican Border
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MATAMOROS, Mexico
( AP) — Machine-gun wielding
federal troops patrolled
Matamoros streets today after
quelling a riot by some 4,000
students that left several
buildings destroyed and at
least one person killed and 30
others injured, authorities
said.
police
Hall,
City
headquarters and the city jail
were burned by the demonstrators. At least 30 businesses
and five banks were reported
to have been looted or burned
and police and private cars
were also set afire by the
POPCORN PROJECT—Members of Murray State University's chapter of the National
students, authorities said.
Student Speech and Hearing Association are selling popcorn to raise money for their
The federal troops moved
national convention in Novermber. Packages cost $1.25 each. Students(from left)Susan
into the city after police
McPherson,Kim Davis,Ed Garrett and Donnie Noles present Dr. Constantine W.Curtis,
reportedly fled from the
MSU president, with a box of popcorn. Other fund-raising projects, including a
student'
rampaging
stationery sale, raffle and rummage sale, are scheduled for later this summer.
Angered by the death of a
teen-ager in police custody
last week, the youths gathered
Monday aftePtioortat the town
square of this border city in
Northern Mexico, across the
Rio Grande River from
Brownsville, Texas.
They demanded the firing of
Matamoros Police Chief
WINCHESTER,Ky.(AP)— explosion and fire that transferred to the Albert B.
Toro and an
A cleaning agent apparently destroyed half a 464-foot long Chandler Medical Center in Emiliano Del
investigation into the death of
exploded and ignited the fire dormitory at the Eastern Lexington for treatment of
the 15-year-old student. The
that killed an inmate and Kentucky Career Develop- undisclosed injuries.
was held by police for 24
injured 10 other persons ment Center.
Hospitalized here were youth
hours and was taken a hospital
Michael
Morris
of
Mount
Monday at a minimum
Ten other persons,including
security prison near Clay City, nine inmates and a vocational Vernon, Gregory Stewart of
said State Fire Marshal Bob instructor, were rushed to Louisville and David J. White
Estep.
Clark County Hospital here. of Frenchburg. All suffered
Gerald Wayne Byrd, 22, of All but four inmates were second-degree burns, hospital
officials said.
Frenchburg, Ky.,sentenced to treated and released.
Four fire marshals were
five years for second-degree
One inmate, Donald Lee
burglary, was killed in the Slattery of Louisville, was dispatched to the scene and
were continuing the investigation, Estep said.
Fire departments from Clay
City, Mount Sterling, Stanton
and Winchester were called to
the fire, which broke out about
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
10 a.m. and was brought under
JUNE 278 28 ONLY
control after two hours, said
associate superintendent John
Sowlers.
It blowed the center section clean out of it. It looked to
Reg. $2.65 $199
me like an explosion," said
INCLUDES. 8 oz Hamburger Steak French Fries, Slaw, Onion
Johnny Prewitt, assistant
Rings, Rolls S Butter
chief of the Clark County Fire
Department.
Byrd was one of 25 inmates
working on renovation of the

Explosion Kills 1 In
Prison At Clay City

where he died of internal
injuries allegedly suffered in a
beating. Two Matamoros
policemen have been jailed in
connection with the death.
When Matamoros Mayor
Antonio Cavazos Garza appeared and refused to fire Del
Toro, the mayor was bombarded with rocks and
tomatoes and was chased into
a nearby cafe which was
pelted' with rocks and set
afire. The mayor managed to
escape through a rear exit.
The demonstrators forced
their way into public
buildings, scattering police
records in the town square.
The looting and torchings
spread quickly throughout the
downtown area.
There were conflicting
casualty reports following the
disturbance.
An early report from a
spokeswoman for Social
Security Hospital said two
high school students had been
killed. .
But hospital administrator
Guadalupe Garza Rudeas said
early today that one of the two
sudents reported dead was
still alive but "with little
chance for survival."
Jail officials said six
prisoners apparently escaped

during the confusion that
followed the burning of the jail
and at least four were injured
as jailers tried to keep them
inside the burning building.
Firefighters from the Texas
side of the border were turned
back by a barrage of rocks
tossed by the demonstrators.
The leader of a local
detachment of federal police.
said he received orders from
Mexico City to restore order.
Some storeowners sat in
front of their businesses armed with basball bats to
discourage would-be looters,
but some lost most of their
merchandise to rioters.

PLASTIC AND CARS
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Use
of fiber glass-reinforced plastics ( FRP) to build cars, buses
and trains is likely to grow annually by 15 percent during the
next Ave_ years, according to
Bert E. Elliot, vice-president,
Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp.
"In the past 10 years, the
transportation industry has increased its use of fiber glass
from 80 million pounds to 482
million in 1977," says Elliott.
"By 1982, we expect the figure
will have grown to 985 million,"
he adds.

A hayride to Ginger Ridge Back-Country Camp recently
gave campers from Rushing Creek Campground a chance
to sing along with Donna Behm, a recreation intern at
Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Intern students from various colleges and universities offer guests a wide variety of participatory programs including hayrides, cookouts, volleyball and basketball
games, nature walks, square dances,and disco dances.
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resort motel, said Gay Dwyer,
a state Department of
Corrections spokeswoman.
They were hoping to have
Eastern Kentucky ready for
occupancy
by mid-fall,
barring the weather and
everything," she said.
Byrd was imprisoned April 6
in the state reformatory at
Lagrange and was selected for
the work force about two
weeks later, Ms. Dwyer said.
The work crew reportedly
was removing carpet from the
building, which was being
corrected to meet minimum
fire safety standards, said
Sowlers.
The inmates were not
housed in the unit, he said, but
were being lodged in temporary,
fire
marshalapproved quarters.
There was no immediate
damage estimate, but Ms.
Dwyer said about60 percent of
the 64-unit complex was
damaged or destroyed.
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ANGELES CITY, Philippines—Tani L. Rule, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D.
Kuenz of 14645 Stahelin,
Detroit, Mich. had been appointed to noscoMmissioned
officer (NCO) status in the
U.S. Air Force.
The newly selected sergeant
completed required training
in management, leadership,
human relations and NCO
responsibilities, before being
considered for this new rank.
Sergeant Rule is an inventory
management
specialist at Clark AB,
Philippines.
The sergeant is a 1974
graduate of Redford High
School. Her husband, Roger,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Rule of Rt. 1, Kirksey.
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Save on Pepsi-Cola's
new 2-liter plastic bottle.
Bigger than 2 quarts. Pepsi-Cola's new 2-liter plastic bottle is so big you can't buy a,bigger
bottle. It holds 67.6 ounces of sparkling bright Pepsi-Cola.
Shatterproof, And Pepsi-Cola's new 2-liter plastic bottle is shatterproof, even if dropped
from heights of up to six feet. So if it should happen to break, there will be only a few,
flexible piecei.
Lightweight-tiepsi-Cola's new 2-liter plastic bottle is also light — 30% lighter than a glass
container the same size. So it's a breeze to carry,a snap to handle and a cinch to pour.
Economical. Bring home Pepsi-Cola's new shatterproof, 2-litter plastic bottle. It's the
economical wayto always have plenty of great-tasting Pepsi on hand.
BOTTLED RY Paducah Bottling

guarantoo iholleory.

•

,Paducah. Ky. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo. INC.,PURCHASE. N V.
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Bid For Third Straight Crown

TIMES)

Sea

Bor. Escapes At Wimbledon

PORT

LONDON (AP) — If ou
want to equal a 40-year-old
record and win Wimbledon for
three years running, you have
to play a 6-foot-7 giaot with a
reach like an octopus and a
service like a cannonball.
Bjorn Borg, the young Swede
who won here last year and in
1976, had to do that, anyway

he was going to lose.
Borg's worst moment came
when he trailed two sets to
one, 1-3 and 30-40. A superb
service pulled him out of
trouble and from then on his
game grew in stature against
a 23-year-old opponent blessed
with a booming left-handed
serve.
into
move
will
Tennessee,
into
the
—The
NCAA's
AP
Division
OHIO
i
I,"
AKRON,
But he said: "I thought
Divison I-AA football in the
University of Akron has taken said Akron Athletic Director
beat
Borg
towering
maybe
I was going out in the
enalready
league
The
Larson.
fall.
its
Gordon
attaining
a big step toward
American Vic Amaya by the
-That is where we want to joys major status in basket- narrowest of margins in five first round this year. It was his
goal of being a major football
be and doing this will help us
ball.
and basketball school.
sets after at one time looking match. When you survive
matches like that, it gives you
We think that joining the get there," he said.
set
for defeat.
The OVC is just as happy as
confidence."
ConValley
the
The
Ohio
Conference
is
Ohio Valley
"Of courseI
wt.„ want to win
Akron.
The ice cool Borg had plenty
most direct route we can take ference, with seven current
"For the first time ever," Wimbledon three times in of praise for his opponent, who
and
Kentucky
program
members
in
to put our athletic
said Middle Tennessee basket succession," said Borg. "Urn
is_ranked No. 47 in the world
ball Head Coach Jimmy glad I've got that match off accOrding to the computer
Earle, "the OVC has a my chest. It can't get much raikings.
member school in a large city. more
"He was playing very well
It also stretches the conBorg admitted he was lucky today," Borg said. "He had
ference boundary into three to come away with a pulsating me
worried. He never gave
states.
8-9, 6-1, 1-6, 6-3, 6-3 victory, me a chance to play."
adding that there were stages
Amaya, whose giant frame
The OVC was the only
in the match when he believed makes him almost impossible
major conference in the nation
that confined itself to the
states."

Zips, OVC Happy With Union

The traditional "Ladies
to pass, said: "I will kick experts to be the man to take
myself later. I had a good Borg's crown, was under a lot Day" today sees the reigning
chance and I felt that I played of pressure in his match champion Virginia Wade kick
well enough to win — but against lanky young New off her title defense with a
first-round match against
maybe I'm a little inex- Zealander Russell Simpson.
perienced.
But, Conners prevailed 7-5, Elisabeth Eklbom of Sweden.
Wade's biggest rivals are
''I learned today that I am a 9-8,6-1.
good enough player to beat the
One seed to make a rapid likely to be Chris Evert,
Wimbledon champion," departure was the American Martina Navratilova and
Evonne Goolagong. Evert will
Amaya said.
Dick Stockton.
Borg was not the only seed
Stockton, seeded 10th, was not play until Wednesday,
to have a rough ride into the suffering from back trouble while Navratilova plays
second round.
and lost to Australian John American Julie Anthony and
Jimmy Connors, seeded Marks in straight sets,6-2,9-8, Goolagong meets Canadian
Wendy Barlov today.
second and favored by many 7-5.
a.

Temple:'Teams Should Open
Their Locker Room Doors'

ATLANTA ( AP)
College room interview has become
and professional sports teams essential to newspapers
should open their locker room because of readers' demands.
"They want to know what
doors to the media, two
representatives
of The the players and coaches
Associated Press told the thought about the game, and
College Sports Information they want expert commentary
Directors Association as it and analysis," he said.
The league also was eager to
Three Murray marathoners graduate and director of the
"We can't give the readers
replace East Tennessee State, competed in the Cougar race. "They were dropping opened a four-day meeting
things unless we have
these
Monday.
the
which left the OVC to join
Striders Marathon on tilt SIU- like flies at about the 20th
The plea was presented by free access to players,
Southern Conference.
Edwardsville campua Sunda y.
Wick Temple, general sports coaches and other officials."
Akron joins the OVC
Cindy Easley, a graduate
Ron Wuest finished the 26.2
Saturday, waiting until then to mile course in 3:36 and was student at MSU, completed editor of The AP, and Wayne
Temple said he was not
Fuson, president of the
fulfill a commitment it made 23rd overall.
sports
the course in 5:23 in her first
that
contending
Associated Press Sports
when the new Mid-Continent
marathon ever. She returned
reporters have a First
Adam Lanning, a veteran of
Editors Association and sports
a
Conference was formed
with the only trophy among
Amendment right to enter a
many marathons, posted ths
editor of The Indianapolis
year ago.
the Murray group — a secondlocker room.
slowest time of his career,
News.
"But we have a responThe MCC was turned 4:23, and placed 40th. "I was place finish among the four
Temple and Fuson cited
sibility to do a job," he said,
downed by NCAA in a bid for happy beyond words just to women starters.
examples where coaches and
Several local runners will
"and you have a responDivision I status, hastening finish this one," he said.
managers at the collegiate
participate in the Governor's
sibility...to establish a twothe Zips' decision to switch to
and professional levels had
Because of the extremely Regatta Road Race (10 miles)
way street by which your
the OVC.
denied reporters access to
athletes and officials can be
hot and humid conditions, only in Owensboro during the first
locker rooms and practice
receptive to their public
Larson said Akron hopes to 75 of the 135 starters were able week of July, and another sessions.
group will run in the annual
public's
the
through
join the OVC basketball race to finish the run.
"The point is... our readers
Rivers
Festival
representative — the press."
"It was like Death Valley Three
for the 1979-80 season and be in
and your customers would like
AKRON FOOTBALL COACH JIM DENNISON
that league's football stan- out there," said Robert Marathon in Fort Wayne,Ind., to know what the guy is
He also said the sports
g4)(, (Met.
/vv.
tch I. Th.. 1 vest
Brucker, a Murray State July 16.
dings by 1980.
thinking and saying," Fuson journalism profession is
said. "We are not the enemy. "trying to clean up our act.
We are trying to help college The AP and many newspapers
professional have outlawed free tickets,
athletics,
athletics, too."
free trips and all the largesse
Temple
said
the
locker
that once was taken for
potential
and
fired
or
stayed
never
affected
intimated
that
prior
to
Monday
a white hat
•'Thanks, boss," Martin
By WILL GRIMSLEY
my- playing. I don't play for the mat of the team was
night's vital game with the replied with a sigh of relief.
AP Special Correspondent
Thus another Yankee ,crisis management. I play for dogging it.
NEW YORK i AP, —George Boston Red Sox at the
Hairs stiffened on the back
has passed, just as at least myself.
-9teinbrenner, owner' of the Stadium.
of many a Yankee neck.
•'Don't fret yourself. Billy five such crises went up in
'New York Yankees wears two
!'But I'm happy it's all over.
Junior golf 'continues Billington, 45, and Connie
"I could tell that the guys
hats— a white hat and a black Boy,- he said in effect. smoke a year ago before If Boston wasn't playing .700
Thursday, at the Murray Spann,57.
were
preoccupied
with
"Nobody's going to,take your Martin led the Yankees to ball nobody would be talking
10 and 11-year-olds: Todd
themselves
and
their Country,Club with Mrs. Linda
After donning a black hat a toys away from you- not now, -baseball's highest pinnacle about a new manager.
Jones and Al Jones in charge. Contri,42.
problems,"
Steinbrenner
said.
:week ago to dangle an axe anyhow. So relax. Oo out and and got a new limousine as a Boston — nobody else — that
"I had to take their minds off Participants should be at the
8 and 9-year-olds 16 holes):
:wver the head of his:Manager, win another pennant and bonus.
put Billy's job on the line. Now
their own troubles and clubhouse ready for pairings Chip Adkins, 34, and Cindy
Series."
World
aren't
happy
The Yankees
:Billy Martin, he swapped it for
-we gotta slow this Boston train
at 9 a.m.
unless they're fighting. They down so Billy the Kid and his channel it somewhere else. It
Spann,25(3 holes I.
was
a
psychological
move,
They
thrive on controversy.
Last Thursday's medalists in
gang can derail it and get the
7 and under (3 holes): Bill
intended to shake them up.
gouge each other's eyes out, loot."
the various age groups Fandrich, 30, and Shannon
Martin,
Who
has
another
then kiss and make up.
playing were:
Contri,32.
Meanwhile, Steinbrenner year after this to go on his
It's happened again. The
14 and over (9 holes 1: Leigh Baker was the low
acknowledge
came
forth
to
$100,000-a-year
contract,
is
not
even
with
Boston Red Sox,
and Jobeth shooter in the beginner group,
their tremendous lead, had that he had triggered the Completely out of the woods Tommy Eike, 37,
which played only one hole.
better watch out. History may latest storm in order to snap yet. He must harness his Oakley,48.
She
posted a 12 on the hole.
13
-year-olds:
12
and
Robert
babies
out
of
his
million-dollar
arrogance
and
comrepeat. .
their
lethargy.
bativeness,
polish
up
his
back
Reggie Jackson, the team's
Including our garden-fresh salad
premier performer, put it in
In throwing down the alley behavior and try to be a
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
the best perspective after gauntlet to his manager, good boy.
We Urge You To Compare"
-There were no threats or
being told that Steinbrenner Steinbrenner said only two
Any Kind- Anywhere - Anytmw
demands,"
said
Billy,
who
is
and Martin, constantly at members of the team — first
qdds, had staged a 21-2 hour baseman Chris Chambliss and thought to have a self-destruct
eyeball-toeyeball session third-baseman Graig Nettles complex. "I made no
Phone 1,502-622-6468
30 y pars EXperierk
which 'cleared the at- — were playing up to their promises."
With fries or baked potato
May We
mosphere.
and topping, Stockade
It never really concerned
Quote Your
Toast, drink. A complete
me," Jackson said, pulling on
meal, priced like a snack!
New
Garage
his long white socks in front of
8.1-Air Center
Craig Darnell rapped two
Orioles
edged
the
Phils
The
Today
his locker. "Whether Billy was
8-6, and the Indians shaded the safeties for the Phils.
All Sizes'
Stacy Smith gave up only
Astros 3-2 in Pony League
Available
two hits in his complete-game
action Monday night.
Member Trigg Co. Chamber of Commerce
BANK
victory over the Astros.
FINANCING
Mike Boggess smacked two Randy
end
1111111.11
9
Ky. Westent Waterfowl
Montgomery
..
Mat'
...
Estimates
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hits, including a home run, to provided most of the Indians'
17.7.77;;, ,
.•-;
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lead the-Orioles past the Phils. firepower with a two-run
Cale"
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Don Hargrove and Ronnie homer in the fifth.
Bryan added two hits each.
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P
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Marathoners Compete

granted by the boys in the
press box. We are trying to
make our 'contacts within the
on
a
sports industry
professional basis so that we
are not accused of being house
men."
Temple said there is a
growing trend that requires
sports editors to understand
technology, personnel and
labor matters, budgeting and
something about the business
side of the newspaper.
"Our office is no longer
considered the toy department
of the newspaper," he said.

Legion Games
Rescheduled
The American Legion
baseball doubleheader
between Murray and
MadiSOnville scheduled for
Monday was in error due to
a misprint on the schedule.
Actually, the games will
be played at Holland
Stadium at 6 p.m. today.

Steinbrenner Attempts To Wake Up Yankees

Junior Golf Thursday
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Chicken Fry
Steak Meal

GARAGES
CUSTOM BUILT Models On Display

$2.29

SIRLOIN

Indians, Orioles Top

STOCKADE
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GRAND OPENING
9:00 AM.Thurs., June 29
EVERYONE'S INVITED TO

Murray's Only Complete
Dolt-Yourself Repair
HOURS:
Shop
Hoist
„
L__
8-?
tA‘l

Fri. 8-5:3
Closed
Sunday
753-4776

lod ••••••fft Yes and f• repair yes emi
i •""e the
Vow al
lAnY"'"f-1—th• iath* t.

NOW OPEN

Toyana Rent.A-Bay
Just Across Clarks River

Rack
with
11,000 lb.
4Capacity
121 S.

*ATTENTION *
WE WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY
JUNE 30 and JULY 1ST
FOR INVENTORY
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE
i 105 Pogue

753 1489
•

The Pirates whipped the
Twins 33-11, and the Astros
edged the Cubs 18-17 in Park
League baseball Monday
night.

Astros
000 002 0- 2 2 11
Indians
201 120 x-3 6 6
Kirk Starks and Jerry Spasm, Stacy
Smith and Ronny Pace

LA;
1. I
4r3

i
Twin-lakes Homes & Garages

522-6488

000 600 0-6 7 11
Phils
210 106 *-11 9 6
Orioles
Bonner iind
Darren
-61acahall,
Vie
Mark McCuiston: Eddie Burgess, Gary
Simms and Ronnie Bryan-

Box 660, Hwy U West Cadiz, Ky
1.111•11 0•1111111

•

•
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Operipted km trier,t Rograrykommos
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'PLAYGROWID

Aces, Nuggets
Are Winners
The Aces played the percentages against the Nets in
upper-division girls' softball
Monday night, but not in a
way one might expect.
They had only 60 percent of
a complete team present, but
still beat the Nats 12-5.
In other action, the Nuggets
edged the Mets 9-8.
The Aces rapped 26 hits as
all six players scored at least
twice. Stacy Smith and
Harriet Hood were 6 for 6 at
the plate, and Sue Nall.
.Jeanette Cooper and Hood
added home runs.
-The Mets scored twice to
takeem 8-7 lead in the top half
of the final inning,- but thr
Nuggets came back with two
of their own,the final one
courtesy of Sheridan shipwash's home run,for the win:
Donna Rousse and Shipwash
had three hits each, while
Kristi Wright had two hits and
Samar Mahfoud hornered for
the Mets.

DAYTON'S
WIN

Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features
0 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
(-) 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
[] Restaurant & Lounge
r] Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
Volleyball & Shuffleboard
ii Basketball, Game Room
[1 Sauna, Exercise Rooms
• Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
[1 Tennis & Golf Privileges
(-1 85 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-do
Bus
Service available
n Free chaise lounges
•
fl Ample self parking
Come play in our playground,
its Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!

n

Come By and

Daytona's

Check our Prices "
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BEACH MOTEL
I

2075 S Atlantic Ave.
I
P.O. Box 7437
Dayaoria Beach, Fla. 32016 I
Ph (904) 255-8481
I
I Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet
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Seaver Wins 'Mental Contest Over Astros
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
On days when Tom Seaver
feels he doesn't have it,
baseball is a like a chess game
for him.
And Monday night, he
helped checkmate the Houston
Astros.
"Games like this can be
rewarding," said the Cincinnati ace after a 4-3 victory
over the Astros. "Sometimes
you have to win mentally
instead of physically."
Seaver found out early in the
game that his "fastball wasn't
there."

National League'
"In thie type of situation,"
he said, "you just have to
battle and find something
along the way."
-What he found was a "good
slider and a good curveball."
That resulted in just three
more hits off Seaver in the
next seven innings. He
departed after the eighth, and
later had the good fortune to
be credited with the victory as
pinch-hitter Dave Collins
delivered a sacrifice fly in the
ninth.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Diego Padres
edged the San Francisco
Giants 2-1 in 10 innings; the
Atlanta Braves turned back
the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-2;
the Montreal Expos downed
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the Philadelphia Phillies 5-1;
the Chicago ,Cubs outscored
the New York Mets 10-9 and
the Pittsburgh Pirates beat
the St. Louis Cardinals 5-4 in
the completion of a suspended
game before winning the
regularly scheduled contest
11-8.
.
Conine' ninth-inning fly ball
scored Dave Concepcion from
third to preserve Seaver's
ninth victory ,in 14 decisions.
Concepcion led off with a
single, took second on Cesar
Geronimo's sacrifice and went
to third on pitcher Mark
Lemongello's throwing error.
Padres 2, Giants 1

Tucker Ashford drew a
basesloaded walk from Gary
Lavelle in the bottom of the
10th to force home the winning
run he San Diego's victory
over San Francisco.
Braves 5, Dodgers 2
Rowland Office, Gary
Matthews and Bob Horner
powered borne runs and rightbander Adahan Devine scattered five hits over seven
innings to lead Atlanta over
Los Angeles. Devine also
drove in what turned out to be
the Braves' winning run with a
single in the fifth inning.
Expos 5, Phillies 1
Steve Rogers scattered six

hits and finally gut some offensive support from his
teammates as Montreal
whipped Philadelphia.
Rogers, 9-7, got almost as
much help from the Phillies as
from his own team, which has
rarely produced runs for him
this season. The Phillies made
two errors in the fourth inning,
resulting in three runs and
another error in the seventh
that cost one more run.
Cubs 10, Meta 8
Dave Rader's pinch grand
slam homer highlighted a sixrun fifth inning to help
Chicago beat New York. The
Mets had scored six times

themselves in the top of the
inning-to take a 7-4 lead before
the Cubs rallied.
The decision snapped a sixgame losing streak for
Chicago and was the Meta'
19th defeat in 27 games.
Pirates 5-11, Cardinals 4-8
Rookie Don Robinson pitched three scoreless innings of
relief to preserve Pittsburgh'
5-4 victory over St. Louis in the
completion of a suspended
game begun April 23.
Dave Parker and Ed Ott
rapped home runs as the
Pirates rallied from five runs
behind to beat St. Louis in the
regularly scheduled game.

Brown Set To Defend Amateur Title
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Defending champion Jimmy
Brown of Paducah led a field
of 148 golfers into today's
opening round of the Kentucky
Amateur golf tournament.
The 72-hole stroke-play
tournament goes through
Friday at he Lakeside Golf
Course here,
Brown, _then a student at
Southern Illinois University,
won last year's title at
Owensboro Country Club after
breezing to a seven-stroke

good," Brown said. "I had
lead at the halfway point.
_prime played so pocir_ilyitt the NCAA
the
Among
challengers forTirown's title that I kind of wanted to give It
are four-time champion Bill up for a little while."
Musselman of Goshen, threeBrown admitted that "my
time winner Kevin Proctor et
wasn't worth a darn"
—putting
Bowling Green, two-time
into the 1977 tourgoing
winner John Owens of
out a tip from a
Lexington, Russ Cochran of nament,
suddenly ended his
friend
Paducah and Steve Rogers of
problems.
Bowling Green.
Brown comes into this
"All summer long I played
year's tournament off a fine just fantastic" after using the
spring, which included wins in putting tip, Brown said. "For
the Murray Invitational as the next month, I didn't miss a
well as a tournament in putt under four feet. I walked
Illinois. Last year, he up and had confidence I could
recalled, he had little reason make it."
to expect victory.
A repeat of last year's
"It was kind of crazy, victory would move Brown
The -Athletics upended the because I wasn't playing very into the select circle of double
Yanks 15-11, and the Twins
defeated the Astros 10-4
Monday in Little League
baseball.
effective under the conditions
By NORM CLARKE
Kyle Evans belted two
which exist today," said Giles,
AP Sports Writer
doubles and a triple and drove "I am no stooge, never was referring
baseball's
to
in three runs in the Athletics a stooge and never will be a legendary iron-fisted czar.
victory. For the Yanks, it was stooge for anybody." — Bowie
"Landis assumed authority
their second straight setback Kuhn;1969, after being named and nobody questioned it. The
after a 9-0 start.
Baseball Commissioner.
players association has
Harry Weatherly rapped
changed a lot of things.
two doubled for the Yanks.
"They had some rights due
In baseball parlance, Bowie
and Rick Grogran added a Kuhn figured to be a quick out. them for a long time and now
double and triple.
His predecessor, Gen. they are going too far the
Mark Waldrop tossed a four- William Eckert, was sacked other way," said Giles, who
hitter in leading the Twins three years into his seven- lives in retirement in in
past the Astros.
year term, miscast and Cincinnati.
Rusty Wright rapped two browbeaten by the Lords of
"He has been a good
trip1esian0 double to lead the Baseball.
commissioner. He has made
Twins' nihe-hit attack. Monty
Kuhn's reign started out like some unpopular decisions and
Morton edded a triple and it might be even shorter.
sometimes he has used a poor
drove -in—two runs for the
"In six weeks, Kuhn has selection of words, but he has
Astros.
done more to destroy baseball handled the issues well. He is
Yanks
350 30-118 15 1
trying to prevent money from
Athletics
CO 04-15 9 1 than all its enemies in 100
becoming the dominating
Andy Parks and David mecuiston: years," charged Judge Roy
Harry Weatherly, Mitch Grogan and Hofheinz, owner
factor
of
in deals. Otherwise, the
the
Jimmy Kelley
Houston Astros, when Kuhn rich get richer and the poor
Twins
115 120— 10 9 1
get poorer and the game
Astros
200 020-4 4 1 let stand a Montreal-Houston
Mark Waldrop and Rusty Wright. trade after Donn Clendenon
suffers."
David Snow: Hal Orr, Jon Mark
threatened to retire rather
Giles, who was almost
Billington and Tommy Wagner
than join the Astros.
named commissioner in 1951,
But Kuhn, now in his 10th thinks baseball was wise "not
year, has kept his cool and his to take a member of the lodge
job despite one of, baseball's and give him power."
stormiest periods, an era ,
"Even then I felt it was not
punctuated by player strikes, good judgment to take some
tbe advent of free agentry and inside the ranks. The commissioner has to have great
skyrocketing salaries.
How did he survive?
authority because baseball is
Through sound judgment, a partnership of competitors.
according to 82-year-old , And that's a pretty tough body
Warren Giles, one of to rule."
baseball's "old guard," a man
He feels the job demands
who served 18 years as good judgment — and wrist
National League president.
slapping when necessary. He
"I question whether Judge believes Kuhe1t a longtime
(Kenesaw I Landis would be as legal adviser for the National

Athletics, Twins
Win In Little League

winners that includes current
professionals-- flay Brewer,
Frank Beard and George
Cadle. But Brown isn't entertaining
thoughts
of
following that group up the
golfing ladder.
"I don't consider myself a
great golfer," said Brown. "I
have no pro aspirations. I like
amateur golf."
The amateur field will be
trimmed to the low 60 scores
and ties after Wednesday's
round.
Included in the field are 18
players undyr age 18 who will
be competing for the state
junior title. Each of the
juniors will play 72 holes.
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Everyone Gets In The Act As Toronto
Blue Jays Shellack Baltimore 24-10
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Toronto has had a team in
the American League for less
than two years, but as far as
Earl Weaver is concerned he's
already spent a lifetime in the
Canadian city.
The Baltimore managertas
been the center of controversy
in two wild affairs involving
the Orioles and Blue Jays.
Last Sept. 15, the Orioles
forfeited a game in Toronto
because Weaver objected to
the position of a tarpaulin in
the team's bullpen. The next
time the Orioles visited
Toronto was Monday night
and all Weaver really could
object to was the quality of
Baltimore's pitching. The
Orioles were shellacked 24-10
by the Blue Jays.

American League

'No Stooge' Kuhn Has Made Progress

Chandler Has New
Hope With Paintsville
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With Baltimore behind 19-6
in the fifth inning, Weaver
to
decided
give
his
beleaguered pitching corps
some rest by inserting outLeague before replacing
fielder Larry Harlow to pitch.
Eckert, has acted firmly, but
Harlow, who pitched two
fairly.
games in the Florida League
During his tenure, Kuhn has
in 1971, got out the first two
riled ownership by nullifying
men
he
faced,
then
deals which some contend is
surrendered two walks, a wild
an abuse of his power. A
pitch, Rico Carty's two-run
movement was afoot last
single, another walk and John
spring to oust Kuhn,primarily
Mayberry's three-run homer,
because his critics feel he has
his second of the game, giving
entered areas the owners
him seven RBI for the night.
consider their private domain.
When the next batter
Giles supports Kuhn's stand
walked, Weaver replaced
of nullifying deals "that are
Harlow with player-coach
not in the best interests of
Elrod Hendricks, normally a
baseball."
Kuhn's loudest detractor catcher. Hendricks, 37, just
over the years has been lobbed the ball over the plate.
He walked his first batter,
Charlie Finley, the Oakland
As' maverick owner who has then got rookie Brian Milner
hauled Kuhn and baseball's to fly out and didn't allow a
hierarchy into court on run before being replaced in
the eighth.
several occasions.
"It's tough pitching with
"Finley wouldn't think God
could make a good com- seven years between starts,"
quipped Harlow, who was told
missioner," said Giles.

to warm up while Weaver moving 9k1 games ahead of
determined if the move was the Yankees as Jim Rice and
legal. The-Blue Jays protested Carlton Fisk homered and
but withdrew the protest when Dennis Eckersley combined
informed by the American with Bill Campbell to silence
League office that the move the Yankees and a sellout
was not against the rules. "I crowd of 52,194. The victory
was doing OK, getting those was Boston's 15th in its last17
first two guys out, but ran into games, a pace that doesn't
trouble when (Bob) Bailor surprise Rice a bit. New York
walked. Then I had to go into Manager Billy Martin was
my stretch. My stretch killed told before the game he would
me."
remain the team's field boss
for
the remainder of the
"My pitchers weren't doing
the job so I had to go season.
Brewers 8, Twins 2
.somewhere else," said
Lary Sorenson won his 10th
probably
Weaver, who
preferred to be someplace else game of the season and Dick
Oglivie
as the Blue Jays scored nine Davis and Ben
homers
two-run
for
slammed
times . in the second inning.
Milwaukee.
Royals 4, Angels 0
"I'm halfway to 20 but the
The Angels were shut out for important thing is we're
the third straight game and hallway to 80 wins with 40
fourth in _their last five. now,"said Sorensen, 10-4.
Kansas City rookie Rich Gale,
Indians 5, Tigers 4
7-2, pitched a seven-hitter and
Gary Alexander blasted a
Art Kusnyer hit his first major three-run homer to power the
league homer in six years. Indians' triumph, their fifth in
Former President Richard the last six games. Reliever
Nixon, attending his first Dan Spillner saved the victott
major league game since for Don Hood, 4-3, by striking
leaving the White House in out five of the seven men de
1974, sat in Angels' owner faced.
Gene Autry's private box. He
Mariners 8, White Sox 3
declined to talk to reporters
Bob Stinson lashed a threebut did appear on the Angels' run homer in a five-run first
pregame show.
inning as Seattle won its
Red Sox 4, Yankees I
seventh game in the last eight
Boston continued making a and its fifth straight against
shambles of the AL East race, the White Sox.

See Marjorie Major
Trove! Consultant

EAR LAtf03 TRAVEL AGEMCY
TOURS,

CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL TOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Trayel Literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
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Whits Bosse OtHco
711 Main Street

Within 5 days, practically every adult in the nation
will see at least one daily newspaper.
% OF ALL ADULTS (18 YRS. OR OLDER) WHO READ AT LEAST ONE
WEEKDAY NEWSPAPER DURING THE LAST 5 WEEKDAYS
'Adults Ely Sex

1.Adults

Males
Females
Total Adults

a. Adults By Education

By Income Groups

$15.000 & Over
10-15,000
5-10,000
Under 5,000

92".
91
92%

97%
95
91
79

s-Adults By Occupation Groups

*Unbelievable Savings on all
in stock items!
Over $200.00 worth of
prizes for you!
: Free refreshments and

All Behind
Thisloor
Watch this space for
more info TOMORROW

PAINTSVILLE,Ky:(AP)—
While he was winning AllSoutheastern
Conference
honors at Vanderbilt, Steve
Chandler looked forward to
baseball's free agent draft a
year , ago. But his hopes
crumbled when all 26 major
league teams ignored him.
Forced to go the tryout
route, the Lexington, Ky.,
native landed the third base
job with the Paintsville
Hilanders, a firstyear entry in
the Appalachian League
rookie circuit.
"I guess you could say this
is my last shot," said Chandler. "Of course, that depends
on the year Lbiwe."
Chandler,
dreams of
climbing to the major leagues,
a dream shared by his
younger teammates. There is
an extra touch of urgency, but
not despair, in his situation.
"No, I'm not bitter the way
things turned out," he said,
"but, sure, I'm surprised I
wasn't selected in the draft.
After all, I have the
credentials, and I've seen
some guys I've played with —
guys with perhaps not as
much talent -- get a chance.
That's all! want,a ch ince."
After a few t ,outs in
Florida -didn't ,an out,
Chandler got his chance at a
tryout camp here, wee invited
back for a week and then
signed a contract.
' "I learned two things when I
tried out in Florida this
spring," Chandler said. "The

first ,,is that my natural
position is third base, not the
outfield, that I have an
average arm and average
speed and can hit.
"I also learned that more
and more the major leagues
are drafting kids- out of high
school and junior college.
Once you graduate from a
four-year college, you have no
bargaining power."
Most
61
Chandler's
teammates
came
here
straight out of high school. He
is something of a senior citizen
on the team, but Chandler said
he hoped to catch a pro scout's
eye during the 70-game
season.
"I figure as wejgo around
the league, there's a good
chance a scout will be in the
stands watching us," Chandler said. "You know, things
were looking pretty dim
before I got this chance. As I
said before, all I want is a
chance to be seen. I feel I can
play this game and that's what
keeps me going."
Monday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CHICAGO BEAM—Signed
Ed Marinaro,runningback.
CINCINNATI BENGAISTraded cornerback Lamar
Parrish and defensive end Cov
Bacon to the Washington
Redskins for the Redskins'
first round draft pick in 1979.
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Some College or More
High School Graduate
Some High School
Grade School- or Less
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94
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Adults By Age Groups
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Source

Professional/Manager'al
Clerical/Sales
All Other Employed
Not Employed
W. R

Simmons,

1973 Deily

The average newspaper page is opened
by 8 out of 10 adult readers.
% OF ADULT RADERS(18 YRS. OR OLDER)
WHO OPENED TO AVERAGE PAGE EACH WEEKDAY -

>Adults By Place of Residence

97°5
95
90
90

Newspaper

Metro Area:
Center Cities
Suburbs
Non-Metro Area

92
90

Readership

Page openings are constant
throughout the week. -% OF ADULT READERS
(18 YRS. OR OLDER) WHO OPENED
TO AVERAGE PAGE

Readers By. Age Groups
82%
83

15-34 Yrs
35-49 Yrs.
50-64 Yrs.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

sa

Readers By Income

ps '

81%
84
84

$15,000 & Over
10-15,000
7,500-10,000

84%
83 :
84

Sou rce: Basic

Facts

Women

Total

85%
87
82
74
77

85%
89
83
87
86

85%
88
83
81
81

Page openings by women are
more frequent than average.

II. Readers By Education
Some College or More
High School Graduate
Some High School

Men

Page
Openings
All Pages
Women's Pages
Ads Only on Page

Total
Readers
84%
85
77

Women
86%
90
79

About NeWspopers, NAB Words. (VS/

Wiray Ledger lk Times
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Try the semi-gloss enamel
that's as easy to use
as latex wall paint!

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

9

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

9Gal.

99

Gal.

After Sale
10" Gal.

After Sale
13" Gal.

• Smoothes out to an elegant,
flat finish
• Tough finish scrubs clean, stays
colorful

• Gives a great semi-gloss look
to walls and trim

• Soapy water cleans hands and
tools

• Easy to apply latex — quick

• Excellent coverage in 1200 colors

• Dries fast; stays fresh looking

31
REFINI
CUSTOM B

soapy water clean-up

•Refinis
•Custorn
*Antique :
*Custom Bull

• Colors match SPRED SATIN®
Wall Paint

Glidden's BEST latex house paint...hundreds of
colors for years of beauty!
INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Gal.

Gal.

• Dries quickly — lets yoU
finish fast
• Durable flat finish stays
fresh -looking for'years
• Hands and tools clean up in
soapy water

49

After
Sale
14"

Gal.

After Sale

Sal.
• Quick-drying, non chalking finish for
house and trim
• Color and gloss stay
fresh-looking for years

• Covers hairline cracks and
flaws with amazing ease
• Rich-looking oil gloss
really resists'weathering

• Latex easy to apply;
wide choice of colors

• Gelled — so it clings to the
brush, flows on with ease

• Hands and tools clean
up in soapy water

The convenience of latex,
the durability of enamel!

• Use on shingles, siding,
doors, shutters and more

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

99

99
Gal.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

99

• Goes on easily; gives
professional-looking results

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Super-THICK in the can...super-smooth
on the job!

INTRODUCTORY PRICE:

After Sale
12" Gal.

Famous SPRED quality...
amazing low price!

The latest in latex: gloss house and
trim paint!

After Sale 12" Gal.

After Sale Su Gal.
Gal.

• Soapy water cleans hands and tools easily
• Latex - for easy brush or roller application

• Rich, low luster sheen for wa)ls and
woodwork

• Durable, flat finish dries in half an hour

• Durable finish is completely washable

• Over 1200 colors wash clean to stay
fresh looking

• Latex — goes on easily, dries in minutes

Yo

• Soap and water make clean-up a snap

I.

•

Carlos
Black Jr.
`fainting Co.
20 Years
Experience

Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th, Murray
Phone 753-0839

Sale Ends 7-08 •
`Floor Covering *Pidure frames 'Wall
Covering 'Custom Draperies *Rods *Bedspreads

Open Mon.-Fri. 7 til 5,Sat.8-12

to
Ira
de
to
stu
to

Ruby
Duncan
Decorating Service
12 Years
Experience

•
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Planning the Outdoor Barbecue
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
Outdoor barbecues that include children sometimes end
up looking like disaster areas,
something to keep in mind
when you plan one.
If youngsters aren't kept
busy, they'll look for excitement on their own. What
they find to do might cause a
little excitement — and it isn't
all fun and games.

One little girl decided to try
her hand at fishing in the
aquarium tank. She caught a
few angel fish and put them in
her soft drink filled paper cup.
This, too, escaped the attention
of the host at the time because
it was left on a windowsill in
the recreation room.
At one barbecue where the
men were planning to fish at a
nearby stream, disaster struck
before you could say, "Go
fish." A youngster investigating
his father's bag of tackle — he
had helped collect the worms —
managed to get a fish hook into
his thumb.
Parent and son spent hours
at the local clinic waiting while
similar repairs were made to
other unwilling victims of
weekend accidents. Among
them was a child who had cut
his hand badly picking up a
broken bottle in the grass — he
couldn't tell it was broken; another child wps covered with
poison ...ivy, atd another had
been bitten by a hornet — he

At one barbecue five children
managed to liven the social endeavor. For example, while the
adults were enjoying a pre-barbecue chat, the youngsters
were scouting outdoors and indoors for ways to express their
One 5-year-old boy found a
can of green paint and then
looked for a place to put it.
Why not the white Marble bust
in the living room?
This bit of mischief was discovered only after his parents
took him home.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

i
464°
.!'t-'-OUSE 4/Agri

had tried to kill it. Also on
hand for treatment was a
scoutmaster Who had gotten in
the way of a stray fishing cast
made by one of his troop. He
had a fishine
r lure caught in his
leg.
To avoid possibilities of accidents, one parent hires a sitter
for all the youngsters when a
summer party is planned. It
gives the parents a breather
and the watchful eye of the sitter helps keep the youngsters in
line,she explained.
"It is worth whatever it costs
and sitters are delighted with
the change of pace. They look
upon it as a fun assignment.
I've had two foolproof outdoor
parties and am keeping my fingers crossed."
Nevertheless, all her parties
start with an array of medicines within arms reach. She
keeps bandages, cotton, anti-,
septic and other aids near at
hand. She also has handy a
safe-to-use wasp spray.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Home owners approaching retirement age fall into three categories — those who have no
intention of moving from their
present abodes, those who plan
to spend the rest of their lives
in a community with people of
their own age, and those who
are vehement about not living
with other elderly persons.

ILO

Kitchen News Includes Color
What's newest in kitchens is
color. Available still, and always, in a wide range of wood
. tones, cabinets are as likely
now to be pristine white, pastel blue, mellow yellow, vibrant green or brilliant red.
Whatever your choice of
color and texture, maintenance will be minimum,
thanks to new technology in
plastic laminates and other
materials enabling them to
resist scratches and stains.
With its "less is more"
theory of design, the continental or European look that
has encouraged the coming of
color to cabinetry -has fostered other trends, too. One is
the minimizing of detail,
another the release of the
kitchen from the confinement
of four walls to the freedom of
a more open relationship
with other areas of the home.
If the European look is
in, is the country look out?
No, and it's unlikely it ever
,will be, according to the
American
Institute
of
Kitchen Dealers; though its
definition is different. In today's walnut, pecan, oak,

oriutys

iok

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT fURNITURE
•Refinishing Repairs
•Custom Built Furniture
*Antique Bross Hardware
*Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets

N

492-8837
Woo,641 So.
Murray kr

oth

19

Prior to remodeling by a Certified Kitchen Designer, this
kitchen was described by its owners as "awful". Now it's
convenient and cheerful, with a red/white/blue wallpaper.
white cabinets, blue counters. Double sink in peninsula
faces a bay window with dining table and chairs. Built-ins
include refrigerator/freezer, smooth surface cooktop with
grill/griddle option, toaster, can opener, and double oven
in a storage wall to the right that provides storage galore.
fruitwood or barnsiding versions, it's lighter, more
sophisticated, more streamlined than in yesterday's
darker woods with more
elaborate and intricate designs and details.
Continuing to stress space
in tandem with style, manufacturers are offering more
and more interior options;
Such features as adjustable
or roll-out shelves, tray stor-

•
Today's Baths Are Beauties
Remodeling a bathroom is
more than taking a given
space and locating the three
necessary' fixtures in workable fashion within it. It's a
matter of manipulating space
to get the most for your
money.
To do this, it helps to know
the various types and sizes of
equipment available; to un-

SPECIAL PRICES
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Gal.
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ease
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We heard you.
You've had it with flimsy machines You want
a tough, durable garden tractor. We got
tough. We've got the full line of Case Garden
tractors and attachments and we'd like to
demonstrate the huge difference between
tough Case equipment and the lightweight
stuff you've seen around town. Get on over
to our place and...

trvio•

Get ibugh!

lAcKeel rem
Equipment Co., Inc.
663 Waling', Illerray 7113-3142

•

age, tiered lazy susans, wine
racks, vegetable bins, pullouts for dining can sometimes
be found in mass produced
cabinets as well as in those
built to order.
If you're thinking of remodeling, visit AIKD showrooms
for informatton on both products and plaimihi.• A1KD
member firms are specialists
in the design, supply and installation Of both kitchens
and baths.
•

derstand the advantages of
compartmentation; to be
aware of the many decorative
products that are practical
for use in the bath.
If you are planning to remodel, you probably have
been clipping ideas from
newspapers and magazines
for some time. Now, besides
visiting bath boutiques and
plumbing supply shops, consult your kitcben dealer.
kitchen
your
Yes,
dealer—because. says the
of
Institute
American
Kitchen Dealers, 80% of the
members of this national
trade association also design.
supply and install bathrooms.
They are space specialists.
Only you and your family
can determine the look you
want your bath to have. Shall
it be warm and rustic or
sophisticated and slick? The
professional takes your ideas
and makes them work.
He can find extra space for
whatever extra services you
want your bath to provide,
such as a laundry center, or a
steam bath or sauna.
_lie can help you squeeze
here to expand there,
perhaps installing a corner
tub tp make room for a vanitory with linen storage. Or
borrowing a few inches from
the closet, of an adjoining
bedroom to put in a compact
washer/dryer.
He can advise, you on lighting, so you have enough of
both kinds: the general illumination of an overhead
fixture or a luminous ceiling
or paneling, plus such
specifics as mirror-side lighting for makeup and grooming.
He may even suggest you
consider what seems to be a
coming trend. the interflowing bed-and-bath suite, for
the barriers of bath as well as
kitchen design are becoming
ever less binding.
When you can have a stepup or step-down tub, a lavatory in so exotic a color as
cocoa or daffodil, fittings that
are elegant and gem-like.
cabinets that are anything
from French Provincial to
ultra-modern, tiles in an endless array of colors and patterns and textures—well.
there's just no reason for a
bath to be humdrum!
Termites -- often called
white ants - rarely are white
and are not ants. They descend
from cockroach-like creatures
of the coal age some 250 million
years ago, according to National Geographic.
Never use a nail hammer to
strike hardened_ motility,
nails, as dangerous 'Chipping
could occur, cautions the
Hand Tools Institute..

/YR /0ti C
maw urn Pua
THIS A-FRAME HOUSE HAS A prow front and winged
projections on either side. On the first floor it has a two-story
living-dining area, a kitchen, two bedrooms and a bath while the
master bedroom and its bath are on the second floor. Plan
HA1046C has 1,090 square feet on the living level. For more
information write architect Lester Cohen—enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope—at Room 505, 48 W. 48th St., New York,
N.Y. 10036.

Here's the Answer fftf]i
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Can I use hardboard as
the ceiling material in a basement where there is occasional
dampness' There is no water
leakage of any kind coming
into the room I want to use
hardboard because I have
found a textured design that
fits in with the decor of the finished room.
A. — Yes, but use tempered
hardboard rather than the
standard type. What do you intend to do about the seams? In
any case, be sure that the panels are not butted tightly together just in case there is any
expansion. Allow at least onesixteenth of .an inch between
paneling edges.
Q. — I recently put on a coat
of lacquer over a painted
child's desk because I thought
it would be easier to keep it
clean by wiping with a damp
cloth. Whatever I did wrong I
don't know, but the paint curled
in several places. I guess I applied it poorly. Can you advise
me what the trouble was and
how to correct it.

COAL STUDY
NEW YORK ( API — A stud)
comparing coal with other
energy options available tp the
nation over the next 20 Years
will be conductO by a group of
2fIscientists and scholars. The study, which will be directed by Hans Landsberg, an
economist, is funded by a 8800.000 grant from the Ford Foundation to Resources for the Future, a non-profit organizatior
in Washington, D.C.

subjects related to housing
have been highly productive,
let's try one on the matter of
retirement housing.
First, the replies should come

from persons 55 or over, since
few persons give much thought
to the practical details of retirement before reaching that
age. Secondly, it would be helpful if the answers are accompanied by the ages of the responders, a bit of information
I that will help to classify the
'data. Third, state whether you
are retired and, if not, about
when you plan to do so. Send
all replies to Andy Lang, Associated Press Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.
seeds.
better
of
thinking
still
1. Do you expect to seek out
Among guests at his party a retirement community? If
were Mrs. Ernesta D. Ballard, you already are retired and
president of the Pennsylvania live in such a place, how do
Horticultural Society, and Dr. you like it?
Henry M. Cathey, president of
2. If you plan to remain in
the American Horticultural your present house, why? If
you already are retired and
Society.
haven't moved, why did you not
Two new roses---American do so?
3. If you plan to move, but
Pride, its 1978 Rose of the Year,
and Carefree—have been in- not to a retirement community,,
troduced by Jackson & Perkins why did you reach that deci:of Medford, Ore.
sion? If you already are retired
American Pride, a deep red to a non-retirement community,
hybrid tea, is described as how do you like it?
4. Do you expect to retire to
luxuriant red of crushed velvet
a rented apartment, a conhue. The other is a clear, dominium or to another house?
medium pink floribunda.
If you already are retired,
American Pride, with oval which of these three did you see2-inch lect and are you satisfied with
2-5,
/
buds, opens into 41
star-shaped blooms. It has a your decision?
5. What is the most important
light tea fragrance, blooming
thing you hope to find in a new
freely, singly on 20-inch stems. location if you do decide to
Carefree,also fragrant, bears move? Pleasant surroundings?
three-inch, semi double flowers Friendly neighbors? People
that hold good color. It won a with the same interests? A
gold medal as-best floribunda" wide range of leisure-time activities/ Readily accessible
at Monza, Italy, and the medical care? Ease of pedestriJapanese Rose Society silver an movement? A different climedal. Both roses are reported mate? If none of those, what?
disease resistant.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
(For Earl Aronson's -Associ- much valuable information in
ated Press Guide to House Andy Lang.'s handbook, "PracPlants," send $1 to House tical Home Repairs," available
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50 by sending $1.50 to this newsRockefeller Plaza, New York, paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.(
N.Y. 10020.)

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newfeatures
The name of David Burpee
has been known for well over
half a century by gardeners for
whom he developed new and
improved varieties of flowers
and vegetables.
The dean of American seedsmen recently celebrated his
85th birthday at a party given
by William D. MacDowell,
president of W. Atlee Burpee
Co., and Mrs. MacDowell, at
Solebury, Pa.
Burpee headed the company
for 55 years, retiring from dayto-day activities at the age of
77. The company was founded
in 1876 at Doylestown, Pa., by
his father, W. Atlee Burpee,
with a $1,000 loan from his
.
mother.
The fledgling company imported most seeds from Europe, but the founder soon realized the need to test at home
the flower and vegetable varieties he saw growing abroad to
check their purity and adaptability to conditions in this
country. He then founded Fordhook Farms as an experimental
station. Thus David grew up in
the seed business.
The company also established
Floradale Farms in California
in 1909. W. Atlee Burpee died in
1915 and David, with only a few
months' formal study at Cornell
University, succeeded him, introducing many fine, hybrid
flower‘and vegetable varieties'.
His Red and Gold Hybrid Marigold was the first hybrid flower
from seed offered for commercial sale in the United
States.
Later came his Snapdragons
and Zinnias, and hybrid cucumbers and tomatoes that helped
1945 Victory' Gardeners to

A — You need not remove
the old varnish provided that it
bumper crops.
is in sound condition. Any time
"Over the years," he once rea new finish is applied over an
lated, "I've glamorized and deold one, the life of the new surodorized marigolds until now
face will be as long as the life
of the old. When the old finish
they're grown and admired in
begins to lift rand this may
all our 50 states and around the
never happen), it will affect the
world."
top coat. Assuming that you
His most zealous crusade, ashave decided the old finish is
sociates reported, was to proreasonably permanent, look
over the bureau carefully and -mote the American Marigold
for the National Flower, a goal
sand down any remaining glosstill eluding him.
sy areas. Remove the grit resi-,
in his retirement, Burpee is
due by wiping with a clothl
lightly moistened with turpenWhen a portable electric drill
tine, then proceed with the application of new-varnish.
is rated as one-quarter inch, it
does not refer to the size of the
The techniques of using varit will hold, but to the size
nish, lacquer, shellac, stain, bit
bit's shank. Thus, a halfbleach, etc., are detailed in of the
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood inch bit with a quarter-inch
Finishing in the Home,- which shank will fit in a quarter-inch
can be obtained by sending 35 drill.
cents and a long. STAMPED,
se If-addressed envelope to
If you don't vent a clothes
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt- dryer to the outside of the
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of house, the
that
moisture
general interest will be an- emerges from it while clothes
swered in the column, but indibeing dried will fill the
vidual correspondence cannot are
house with warm, humid air.
be undertaken.)

A. — The trouble had nothing
to do with the application of the
lacquer, but with the use of the
lacquer in the first place. Lacquer has a strong effect on
paint and act3-- as a kind' of
paint remover. You will now
have to remove both the paint
and the lacquer and begin all
over. Rub with lacquer thinner,
doing it in a place where there
is plenty of ventilation and no
open flame, the best place
being outside the house. This
should remove most or all of
the lacquer and have a softening effect on the paint, but
then you will need a paint
remover to complete the job.
Follow the directions on the .
container very carefully, especially on how to rinse the wood
after the paint is off.
Q. — I bought an old bureau
at a flea market held in our local park. It has a varnished finish, which didn't look too bad
after I had cleaned it thoroughly However, in the cleaning
process, I seem to have dulled
it considerably. I like glossy
surfaces and now I want to refinish the bureau.('an I apply a
new coat of varnish over the
old or do I have to take off the
old varnish'

There have been many surveys about the preferences of
senior citizens, a term embraced by some and scorned by
others. But the results have
been only partly illuminating,
perhaps because some of the
surveys have been turdertaken
by groups hopeful that the figures will support their own theories or interests. Since our
own questionnaires on various

Be sure to stop by and
see our kitchen display)

Amerioan Standard and
Pickens
Plumbing & Electric Supply

Get Together for the
Package Deal of the Summer

AMERICAN
STANDARD
TRY THESE SPECIALS
White Commode
White Steel Tub
White Porcelan
China Sink
White Commode
Seat

901 Arcadia

All For

Colored Commode
All For
Colored Steel Tub
Colored Porcelan
C1 1995
China Sink
Colored Commode `e
Seat

15395
Pickens

I All colors except brown, black — Red)

Plumbing & Electric Supply

753-6822
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Engineered Framing Reduces Garden seen through rose-colored glasses
Costs ofHome Construction
Every- thing but prices
seems -to obey Newton's law
- of gravity -Pre steadily rising
cost of new homes is a glaring
example Yet surveys indicate
the American preference for a
single-family detached home
shows little sign of abating
On the contrary, a recent poll
of consumers for Professional
Builder magazine disclosed a
record 97 percent want singlefamily detached homes rather
than townhouses or apart• ment-like condominiums
This doesn:t mean that
everyone who prefers a
single-family house will get to
live in one Since family in••

comes hav t kept pace with
rising hou mg costs, many
will have Lb settle for a less
expensive alternative, such as
an attacheiLlownhouse.
Many builders, the Western
Wood Products Association
points out, are using the latest
building techniques to keep
new home construction costs
within reason
Engineered 24-inch framing, for example. can lower
the cost of building a new
home by as much as 8300
This technique calls for
spacing the wood framing at
intervals of 24 inches on
center instead of the tra-

Award winner in a competition sponsored by the American
Institute of Kitchen Dealers has a conteipporary look, with
cons enient appliances and plentiful storage.

How to Find and,Work With
A Kitchen/Bath Contractor
, There are two routes to a
kitchen .or bathroom remodeling either you do the job,
perhaps.contracting parts of
it like the design, the wiring,
the plumbing - or you
employ a professional to do
the job for you.
Where do you find a professional Look in the advertising columns of the newspapers you read, or under the
7'Kitchen Cabinets di Equipment" heading in your telephone book Ask friends,
neighbors. the Better Business Bureau, your banker. If
you're new in the community.
ask the building inspector.
Having a number of leads.
check 0er!) out. first by visit- ifig a number of kitchen
showrooms. The reputable
dealer, if he is a member of
the American Institute of
_Ritthen_Dealera, will have at
least two complete kitchens
on display. for this is a requisi ite of his belonging to the national trade a ssoeiOM of the
kitchen/path industry.
AIKD
the
Alongside
emblem, you may see another
with the initials CKD This
means the firm is headed by
or employs at least one Certified Kitchen Designer, a
person professionally accredited through examination of
his ethics, knowledge,
capabilities and competence
to design. specify and supervise the installation of a new
kitchen or one that is being
remodeled.

Insurance.
Ask us about
the best
combination
of price,
protection
and service.

sic

BOA MARNE Y
INSURANCE AGE NC Y
TV I 1011 alarm,
7)14M

Representing
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

17111___H

ditional 16 inches
Because less framing
lumber, time and labor are
required with the engineered
system, the savings mount up.
Preplanning window and
door openings to coincide with
the 24-inch spacing method
results in additional savings
on construction costs. And
other savings can be made on
the installation costs of plumbing, wiring, drywall and insulation
The insulation industry, for
example, has 24-inch insulation batts, which fit snugly
between floor joists, wall
studs and roof trusses: With
Engineered 24-inch framing
and 24-inch insulation batts,
there are fewer gaps than in
16-inch spacing And less
stapling is required.
This system not only reduces initial construction
costs,- but saves consumers
money in the cost of owning
their homes, notes WWPA.
The combination of wood
framing-a natural insulator-and insulation batts helps
curtail costly fuel consumption.
It's been estimated that
proper insulation in
walls,
ceiling and floors can reduce
fuel consumption by more
than 30 percent.
, This saving is realized by
the homeowner in lower utility bills
WVY'PA also points out that
the Engineered 24-inch framing system, which is in wide
use as an economical alternative to traditional stud
spacing, has been thoroughly
tested on actual homes,
It is accepted by the Federal Housing Administration
and the Veterans Administration when used in accordance
with the FHA's Minimum
Property Standards.

Given such identification.
you know you're on the right
track. Still, you must satisfy
yourself that the AIKD firm.
or the CM:). is one you can
work wfth, since it's your
kitchen being remodeled.
your tastes being interpreted.
your money being spent
Take the time to get information. Check financial references and those of satisfied customers. Consider
your own reaction to the firm
and the owner, manager. deDepending upon the group
signer or salesman who'll be
surveyed, the reasons for a
your primary contact. When
kitchen remodeling vary in
you ask a question,do you get
order of importance, but the
you
When
a direct answer?
reasons themselves remain
ask for advice, is it given'
much the same People reA big word in this business
model to update appliances.
is "assuming", and neither to improve lighting, to gain
you nor your contractor storage or dining space,
to
should assume anything. for
make the room more attraccomplete
a
that
example.
tive, to save time and energy.
kitchen includes painting or
Witli...an • estlinated 50 peraL,_
papering the walls and inst.
-Cent of wives working outside
ling a new floor. To•scrine. it the home, and with the nadoes, to others, it doesn't. It's tion's need to- conserve
important you and your con- energy so great. the
"savings"
tractor interpret the words factors are of
increasing imit
in
put
way,
and
same
the
portance., members of the
writing.
American
Institute
of
This is an extreme exam- Kitchen Dealers
observe.
ple. ocourse. but it emThese specialists irittie dephasizes that another big sign, supply and
installation
word in the kitchen/bath bus- of residential kitchens and
iness is "understanding"-so baths point out, for
example,
a remodeling will run a that a microwave oven saves
smooth course from concept not only time
and
but
to completion and entire also money. By y sing less
satisfaction
energy than conventional
cooking units, it costs less to
operate.
A specialist takes into account both- the initial and the
continuing cost of a microwave or any other investment in a remodeling to suit
your life style. He reviews alternate means of refrigeraCertainTeed Corporation,
tion,
venting and lighting in
:leading manufacturer of
terms of your personal wants.
building materials, has just
needs and the efficiencies
published a pamphlet providing simple - how-to- and savings they may afford.
Ducting to the outside is
guidelines on applying asmore efficient that ductless
phalt roofing shingles for the
venting. Task lighting is more
home craftsman or the proefficient than over-all lightfessional,
ing Appliances that give off
the least heat require the
I In addition to providing
least air conditioning. These
basic safety information, the
are facts the specialist can
pamphlet includes illustrahelp you face up to without
tions to help_homeow,ner
having to sacrifice all your
install his neVirda correctly.
dreams. He helps you balance
It is available. free of
the dreams with the realities
charge. from the Certainof time and energy saving.
Teed Home Institute, P.O.
Does it cost more to work
Box 840-M. Valley Forge,
with a specialist? Only if you
Pa. 1902.

Gardens without roses arc
like a painters palette with
half the colors missing: so. if
you want to improve your
landscape area with beautiful
and eye-catching -color, roses
are for you.
Even from a practical point
of view, roses are indispen•
able to landscaping, espe
cially for the beginning ga:•
dener. No other plant famih
grows so Well under so many
different climates and soil
conditions. Roses, for example. are available to the cio,
dweller with lust a little
space, as well as to the country gardener with acres of
land to work with.
And since these fascina
ing flowers bloom the first
year of planting, it's not negessary to wait endlessly for
the results!
For many landscape architects'. no site is complete
without the rose garden.
which, historically speaking.
has always been in style. The
Greeks cultivated rose gardens and the Romans spread
them, along with their own
brand of art and politics, to
the far reaches of the Empire
Even during the Dark Ages,
when earthly beauty was out
of style, roses continued to
bloom in monastery gardens.
But it was finally left to
Napoleon's Empress,
Josephine,to elevate the rose
back to its rightful place
among flowers by creating
beautiful formal gardens at
Malmaison with more than
250 varieties of roses.
The gardener with an eye
for color and design will find
many varieties of roses available for the art of landscaping, according to the neck
Ortho book "All About
Roses:" among the more
popular species are Climbing
roses. Hybrid Tea roses,
Shrub roses, Floribunda.
China and Tea rosesand Miniature Roses.
Climbing roses grow any -

A Kitchen Specialist
Saves Energy, Time

lnergy,

Roofing guide for

do-it-yourselfers

19" Vanity
with man-made
marble top

Special

'2995
Similar To Illustration)

Cash Carry
Only 40 To Sill At This Price

Murray Supply Co., Inc.

Open 7-5 Mon-Fri., 7-4 Saturday
Plenty of Free Parking
208 E. Main, Murray, Ky.

employ him to draw the plans
then drop the project. Other
wise, any professional fee you
pay for layout, perspectives
or renderings, estimates and
product specifications will be
applied against the cost ofthe
total kitchen
You-LH-pay for these services anywarifoü get them
The difference lies in the fact
the professional will advt.,
you of his fee, then deduct it
from the price when you
purchase. When a fee is not
specified, it usually is hidden
ir) the price of the kitchen.

empty corners, giving any
Japanese beetles, leaf rollers
lawn a more completed look.
and other insects. And they
The use of roses to accent
cannot survive attacks of an area or to camouflage unblack spot and powdery milsightly structures is a basic
dew, unless protected by
technique used by landscape
insecticide/
kind
of
some
gardeners. Fences, refuse
fungicide coating along the
areas, or poorly designed arlines of the new Ortho Rose
chitecture can be eclipsed by
& Flower Jet Duster,
the beauty of any variety of
shrub or climbing rose.
To ensure maximum proPrivacy can also be comtection from garden pests and
bined with beauty when
diseases, this aerosol comes
roses are used to form hedges
with a special pushbutton cap
that delivers a fine "dust" or are grown en masse in terraced plantings on a steep
evenly spread over the plant
surface and hard-to-reach 'slope, creating a wall or bank
areas like the undersides of of flowers.
Mobile rose gardens
leaves.
With well-cared-for roses, blooming from containers are
popular with gardeners who
you can simply apply your
have limited space or want to
imagination to create the
kind of designs that make landscape indoors, on balconies, decks or terraces.
landscaping a veritable art
MiniatOre as well as fullform.
You'll find, for example, -sized-roses, climbers and
trees are all available to the
that the placement of roses
landscape artist who wants to
can create illusions which
carry his garden with him,
carry the eye to another
changing his surroundings at
COLOR YOUR LANDSCAPE "EXQUISITE" with
point, add extra height, or
whim.
roses. Available in all shapes, sizes, and almost every
change the depth of your
Roses can be used in
color of the rainbow, roses can make the outside of
lawn. And proper placementnearly any design you
your home as elegant and colorful as the inside—and
of roses can highlight a
choose, almost any way you
they're easy to grow.
specific -area of the
choose. And, since they
landscape—a well-designed
where from 6 to 20 feet and color and are particularly
come in almost every color,
lawn, an unexplored pathcan be grown in a wide range striking when massed tothey can add an instant and
way,
a
large
picture
or
window
of colors, sizes and forms. gether as ground covers
magnificent rainbow of exoverlooking a portion of the
Although these are not true borders for lawns, paths, and
citement to your garden.
garden, etc.
climbers, having no tendrils driveways.
Planting with roses, you'll
Small rose bushes make
with which .to attach themChina and Tea roses will ,
soon discover that a rose is
good accents for rock garselves, they can be effec- lend an exotic, slightly
more than just a rose.
dens and can be used to fill in
tively trained into pillars and
"foreign" touch to any landtrellises.
scape design, and both varHybrid Tea roses, which
ieties bloom continually. Tea
are highly fragrant, grow
roses smell much like freshly
from 2 to 6 feet in height and
crushed tea leaves, and are
bloom continuously. Flowmedium-sized to large with
ers are borne singly or long
pink, cream and pale yellow
clusters,
or
in
small
stems
blossoms. China roses have
and colors range from whites
smaller semi-double blooms
through lavenders. pinks,
in red or pink, with an occayellows, oranges and reds,
sional white streak,
with numerous mixtures and
Although they have little
blends in between.
fragrance. Miniature roses
Shrub roses:ire among the
have become increasingly
hardiest and most popular in
pioular in recent years for
landscaping. Sub-species inThe non-polluting way to rid
nitibile container gardens as
clude: the Chestnut rose.
yourself of pesky bugs. Will
well as outdoor landscapes.
whose buds resemble
not
harm birds or wildlife.
Most miniature roses
chestnut burrs; the Nevada.
continuously
and
can
bloom
GET THE BUGS OUT
a shrub with large single
be found in all the colors and
OF YOUR LIFE
blooms that range from
forms of the Hybrid Teas,
flesh-color to pure white and
with 5 to 70 petals.
are sometimes splashed with
While some of these
red; Father Hugo Rose, a
species are -more vulnerable
shrub with pale yellow single
to pests and diseases than
blossoms; and Sweetbriers,
others, gardeners should be
which produce 8- to 12-foot
aware that some kind of prearched branches with pink,
ventive spray program is es
red or yellow blooms that apsential to the maintenance of
pear in late spring or sumhealthy, radiant flowers. No
mer.
matter how beautifully they
Olympic Ptaza. Murray, Ky.
Floribundas. as the name
are worked into the land753-4150
impliK, produce "flowers in
1977 Charmglow Products Cssts.or, ol &walnut Foods Co
scape, roses cannot stand up
abundance," Blooms
to invasions by aphids,
bk Hybrid Teas in form and

1

Guess Who's Not Coming
To Dinner?

A.

RID-O-RAY

.07

FIREPLACE
SHOPPE

Store Wide

Kitchen Helps
to Sell House
Don't move. improve! How
many times have you heard
that pat phrase'
Well, it is pat. It also is pertinent these days, when it so
frequently costs less to improve than to move, and you
end up with greater equity in terms,at least.oftrue value
- in an old house than a new.
Statistics show that the
priority projeCt among the
remodeling-minded is the
kitchen, both because it adds
to the value of a property and
because it adds so much to the
pleasure of the people who
live there.,
That the latter consideration probably is of greater
concern to more families than
the former. the American Institute of Kitchen Dealers ag
rees. Says Ray W. Afflerbach
CKD.the association's execu
tive director "You can't attach a monetary value to the
enjoyment a new kitchen will
afford over a period of time
Most people feel it's worth it.
4whateverthey spend.
"If you decide to sell five
years from now, it's safe to
predict you'll get back at least
50% of your investment. If you
decide to move tomorrow, the
remodeling may not add a
penny to the price your house
will command. But it could
make the difference between
selling and not selling."
• The same is generally true
• of bathrooms, second most
popular among remodeling
projects. Afflerbach observes. "While a remodeled
bathroom may not up the
ante, it certainly will give
your house more sales appeal
than the one next door that
still has I5-year-old fixtures.Kitchen/bath specialists
are equipped to make other
improvements, too, such as
installing laundry facilities
or built-ins for storage in any
room of the house.

Ay,
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must he
submitted by 12 rasa,
the day before
publication.

PANELING
.gate/ 1

EVERY PIECE
IN STOCK
NOW ON SALE

SAVE UP TO

Do-it-yourselfers...stop here first!

300/0

ON OUR FINE PANELING

CASH & CARRY

Murray & Aurora
Don't Forget
TOLL FREE NO.!

7514026

Many Styles To
Choose From

TREAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.
a
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1 — Jacobsen Garden
Tractor, 14 Hydro. less
than 1 year old. 14 H. P.
50" Cut
1 — 140 H 3 John Deere, 14
H. P. Hydrostatic Drive,
46" Cut
3— John Deere Model 70,7
H. P. Cast Iron Engine,
Electric Start 34" Cut
1 — John Deere Model 68,
30" Cut, New short block,
B & S recoil start
1 — John Deere Model 57,7
H. P.34" Cut, New Engine

-

used in
esign you
Lily way you
since they
every color,
instant and •
bow of ex-',
our garden.
3SeS, you'll
let a rose is •

1

$2195.00

100;
°°
j

$2195.00

$195.00

$81900

$495.00

1 — Arienes Emperor, 8
$449.00
H. P.30" Cut, recoil start
1 — Ace Deluxe Rider,8 H.P.
B & S electric start,38"
$595.00
cut, demo.
2— Huffy Riders,8 H. P.,
$595.00
Electric start,32" cut
1 — Huffy Rider, 8 H. P.,
$42900
Electric start, 26" cut

rose.

ng

Huffy Rider, Rear
Engine, 8 H. P. Electric
Start,26" Cut
1 — Wheel Horse, 10 H. P.
Cast Iron engine, electric
start,36" cut, Tractor

aac
°°

$695°'
695'
$39900
$31900
$53900
$4994
$37900

AY

'ay to rid
ags. Will
wildlife

1 — Gilson S-12, 13 H. P. B
& S Engine, electric Start,
42" Cut, Tractor

$319.00

$84995

$'199M

Several Good Used Tillers
Some with New Engines —3h.p. to 7 h.p.

llikees Start at. . .

• Service attar the sal*

•Bank Rats Financing Available

290 E Main i Fres Parking* 753-3311
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Plan your schedule early and
only deviate where a better
arrangement is presented or
discovered. Apply brakes
sensibly in pleasures, risky
activities.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 23 to Dec. 21) 41vill;
Do not go overboard in your
enthusiasms. Look well before
you invest time, talents, money.
But neither be so fearful that

Should Lover Pay
For Her Abortion?
DEAR ABBY: I became pregnant by a man (whom I
shall refer to as "The Heel") after dating him for less than
six months. (I'm 28, no babe in the woods and accept half
the responsibility.) We agreed that an abortion would be
the best solution, and he insisted on paying for it. (I
wanted to pay half, but he wouldn't hear of it.)
The Heel escorted me to the doctor's office and
everything went very well. -No problems. He wrote out a
check for $300 and gave it to the nurse.
Two weeks later I received a call from the doctor's
office. The Heel's check bounced! I got in touch with him,
and he assured me thele was a "misunderstanding" and he
would take care of it.
Within a week, I was being badgered by the doctor for
the money. After many fruitless phone conversations and
promises from The Heel, I paid the doctor and urged him
to prosecute The Heel. (Writing bum checks is a crime.)
The doctor refused to go after The Heel, so guess who's
stuck?
Is there any way I can get my money back? I don't want
a messy legal suit, but I'd like to teach The Heel a lesson.
HAD IN HOUSTON

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely conservative and
idealistic individual. Too
sensitive at times, however, you
are easily hurt and may be
inclined to carry grudges. Try
to curb! You have a lively
imagination and, no matter
what your occupation, conceive
brilliant ideas for furthering
progress. In executing them,
however, you may be a little too
meticulous about details —
driving other people "crazy."
Don't be such a fussbudget. You
are extremely versatile and,
properly educated, of course,
will find many fields suited to
your talents. Outstanding
among
them:
medicine
( especially of the research
variety), the law, writing,
music and the stage. You would
also make an excellent
detective. Birthdate of: Henry
VIII, King of England.

MEXICAN ART
LOS ANGELES (API — An
exhibition of nearly 200 art
works on loan from the National Museums of Mexico will be
shown at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art Aug. 8-Sept.
24.
The museum says, -From
the earliest object, the carved
and incised lower backbone of
an extinct ancestor of the camel, dated 10,000 B.C., to a 1966
painting of 'Zapata' on horseback by Siqueiros, the exhibition spans 12,000 years, focusing on over 30 centuries of
Mexican artistic achievement
from 1200 B.C. to the 1960s.-

WELL, I SUPPOSE 400
HAD LOUR USUAL
MISERABLE TIME AT
CAMP...DID L?0U HATE II?

DEAR HAD: Time heals all wounds, but doesn't
necessarily wound all heels. If there should be another
time, get half the fee in advance.
DEAR ABBY: We have a 7-month-old son and a big
problem. My husband's father gives our baby dog biscuits,
saying it is good for the baby's new teeth. I say a baby
should not be eating dog biscuits, but my father-in-law
says his kids were, raised on them! And my husband says
he remembers eating them and it never did him any harm
Are dog biscuits OK for children? Let me know fast so I
can get both my husband and his father off my back.
NEW YORKER
DEAR NEW YORKER: If you have any question
concerning what to feed your baby, ask your pediatrician.
But common sense should tell you that products made
specifically for animals usually are not fit for human
consumption.
DEAR ABBY: We have a nice backyard and I make good
use of it on warm summer nights. I like to relax in a
reclining chair with a cool drink, enjoying the evening
breezes. The scenery is nice, too. Our neighbor has a
beautiful_ I7-year-old daughter whose bedroom has a
picture window that is easily visible through the trees.
This girl has a habit of walking around nude in her
bedroom.
I make no special effort to see, I simply lie back in my
chair with my eyes open.
My wife says I am no better than a common Peeping
Tom. I say I am just taking advantage of the lovely
scenery, and I don't think I should be required to look in
the other direction.
What do you think?
NATURE LOVER

UNFORTUNATELL?, NO I
MET A NEW GIRL
THERE NAMED EUDORA

DEAR LOVER: I think your wife should wise up the
neighbor girl about the "lovely view" she's providing.
CONFIDENTIAL TO M. J. IN PEORIA: Here's a good
rule to follow: If you don't know a person well enough to
borrow money from him, don't lend him any.
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BOSS
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1 Knave at
cards
4 Evaluates
9 Quarrel
12 Peer Gynt's
mother
13 Run away to
be married
14 macaw
15 Inexpensive
17 Baseball
player
19 Spanish for
three
21 Mountain
pass
22 Feels indignant at
25 Time from
dusk to
dawn
29 Beast of burden
30 European,
ermine
32 Equal
33. Ventilate
35 Steeple
37 Cry of goat
38 Strike
40 Sliver
42 Room
labbr
43 Doctrine
45 Last six
lines of
Sonnet tpl I
41 The urial
49 Portico •
50 Pretlete1-..
mune
54 Ire
57 Hail'
58 Lassos
60 Hawaiian
wreath
61 Still
62 Field flower
63 Shade tree

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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1 Moccasin
000 0030M DOC
2 Residue
3 Encounters IMO 00300 000
4 Feels regret C00000 000000
for
0000 00
5 Man's nick- 0000 DOD 0000
name
MOM 000100U000
6 Lid
1110 000 000 00
7 Heroic event
0100000000 Glinl
8 Sprgical
M000 000 00120
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00 0000
9 Cheer
10 Native metal UOMOOU 00000E
M30 00000 UM
11 Armed con00300 AUG
flict
16 War god
streetcars
Celebes
18 Metal fas
31 Attempts
50 Period of
tener
34 Hurried
time
20 Halts
51 Girls flair,
22 Cook in oven 36 Rapture
52 Deposit
23 Banishment 39 Nuisance
24 Goes by wa- 41 Short lacket 53 Slender
fin ial
ter
44 Following
55 Lamprey r.
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NEW PRESIDENT
NEW YORK ( AP) — Warren
Rogers has been elected president of the Society of Illustrators for 1978-79.
Rogers is senior vice president and creative director of
Compton Advertising. He succeeds illustrator
Chuck
McVicker as the society's head
and is the organization's 36th
president.

414.1.tyft
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. Newborn Admissions
Hopkins
Baby
Boy
oLavene), Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby
Girl Carson (Jeanie), Rt. I,
Kirksey.
Dismissals
Arthur W. Kinel, 503 No.
1st., Murray, Mrs. Linda E.
Collie, 1015 Payne, Murray,
Mrs. Constance L. Utley, 36
McClain Mobile Hm. Pk.,
Paris, Tenn.,Sean D. Nall, Rt.
6, Box 45, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Mabel E. Trenholm, 333 So.
11th., Murray, Vicke L.
Kingins, 502 Elm Apt. A.,
Murray, Mrs. Frances M.
Cox, Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Patricia A. McCaslin, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Jacqueline
A. Williams, Rt. 2 Box 250-B,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Florence
R. Jobs, Rt. 6 Box 238A,
Murray, Herbert P. Shepard,
1309 Poplar, Murray, Curtis
Doty, Rt. 1, Springfield, Tenn.,
Homer E. Cohoon, 806 No.
18th., Murray, Mrs. Rosa 0.
Clayton, Calvert Cty Cony.
Hm., Calvert Cty., Carlos C.
Pierce, Rt. 1, Kirksey.

$69995

'79"
Murray Lawn &
Garden Center

your

stimulate your ambitions anew
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stellar influences suggest a
need for added vigor in your
thrust forward, but be careful
not to alienate associates.
Tendencies
toward
overaggressiveness prevail.
GEMINI
(May M to June 21)
Sometimes
your
impulsiveness gets you into
trouble, but some spur-of-themoment activities launched
now could have surprisingly
good results.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Persistence will be the key to
advancing your personal interests. Keep trying and friends
will rally 'round and give their
support.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
You may be quite certain in
your mind as to exactly how you
intend to handle things, but it
wouldn't hurt to get another's
viewpoint. Some interesting
new concepts could results.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP
Make the most of your really
bright ideas and concise, solid
plans for achievement now.
Accentuate positive thinking.
Combine intuition with knowhow.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
Work constructively, but
insert a novel twist into routine
to relieve monotony and make it
more pleasing. You may renew
an old friendship.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) rne

Nursery 8

s299®
$19900

CAPRICORN
i Dec. V to Jan. 20) Id
If you do not notice "small"
errors and where you miss
chances for "little" gains, you
will probably not see the big
ones. Be alert.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
You may have to deal with
some "odd" or unreasonable
persons. Be tactful if you would
learn how to "communicate"
and solve differences.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Read Aquarius. Your outlook
similar. Seek to know all you
can about those with whom you
deal, their feelings on various
subjects, and express yourself
precisely but considerately.

ARIES
t Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
You may not have the incentive to try to accomplish the
extraordinary now, but a bit of
extra thought given to the
future could completely change

morn"
•
2

•

1Deax

you miss advantages and pass
over good buys.

FOR WEDNMDAY,JUNE LS,
IVA
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

6-15-78
Adults 128
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Frahm Drake

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Shankle (Vickie),
1136 N. Market, Paris, Tenn.,
Baby Boy Lyvers (Lucy), 701
College Cts., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Karen Glover and
Baby Girl, A21 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Susan L. Sabre
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Barbara A. Newsome,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Joni G. Tidwell, 116 Riviers Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Herndon,811 N. 17th., Murray,
David M. Smith, Rt. I Stella
Tr. Ct., Murray, Susan L
Rogers, 1712 Uenland Dr.,
Murray Carl E.Brow,Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Charles B.
Wilson, Box 133, Hazel, Robert
E. Johnson, Rt. 6, Murray,
Keith Williams, Rt. 1,
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Puryear,
Margaret E. Tharp, 2205
Coldwater Rd., Murray, John
M. Campt,e11, Rt. 5, Murray,
Otis G. Falwell Rt. 2, Hazel.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Hospital News

MI

Adv•rtis•rs
ore
requested to chock the
first insertion of ads for
corr•ction
This
n•wspop•r will b.
responsible for only on•
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE
COECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

Swimming
Pools
Westerly Ky. Pools
442-9747

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display
Classified,
Cir
culation' "and the
Business Office may
be reachild- on 7531916 ond 753-1917.

HAPPY
HIRTHDAY
Angel Adams

Paducah, Ky.

On

10th
Birthday

ADVERTISEMENT TO RIO
BID REFERENCE NO. 7$-S

Sealed bids will be received by the City of
Providence, Kentucky for the following: 1 Activator Sewage Treatment Plant-Model S-25
4
Design Flow 25,000 C. P. D.
Plant may be inspected at the City of
Providence, Providence, Ky--Monday thru
Friday: from 7:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. If more information is needed call or write Bill
Winebarger, Director of Public Works, City of
Providence, Providence, Ky. North Willow
Street P. 0. Box 128 or phone area code 502-6672511.
_
'Specifications are on file and may be obtained
at the office of the City Administrator, City
Building, Providence, Kentticky. Bids shall be
delivered to the office of the City Administrator,
City Building, on or before noon. J;19, 1978. At
this time they will be opened and ad publicly.
The City of Providence reserves the right to
reject any and all bids and to waive
irregularities in said bids.
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6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

2 Notice

WATKINS
COLOR PORTRAITS, FOR
Products. Contact
bring us yours for extra
Holman Jones, 217
copies. Made from any
South 13th.. Phone 753size into any size.
3128
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
3 Card 01 Thanks
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
OF
STATEMENT
lot, use our rear enTHANKS Perhaps you
trance.
sent lovely flowers. If so
we saw them there.
Perhaps you sent a
lovely card or came and
Its A Fact
sat quietly in a chair.
Free Gift Wrapping
Perhaps you spoke the
Is a specialty at
kindest words, as any
Starks Hardware
say.
could
friend
Perhaps you sang a
12th & Poplar
753-1=7
touching song or said a
REE PARKING'
silent prayer. Perhaps
you rendered a service
unseen, Right here or
from afar. Perhaps you
BIBLE FACTS INC.
prepared some tasty
his
Jesus said to
food or maybe furnished
disciples in Luke 11:10,
a car. Perhaps you were
"For every one that
not there at all, But
•asketh recieveth; and he
thought
of us that day.
findeth;
that seeketh
Whatever you did to
and to him that knocketh
console our hearts, We,
it shall be opened." Who
the family, thank you
are Christ's disciples'
sincerely
whatever the
or
Read John 13:34 & 35
part.
Mrs.
Burie
see the definition for
Suiters'
Family.
Bibly• study and
answers anytime. 7595 lost And Found
- 46op.
LOST MAN'S tan leather
wallet. Needs papers,
reward offered. 753-6382.

If You
Need Them:

Eire
Police
Rescue
Askalmce

753-1441
753-1621
753-6951
753-9332
753-5131

(WSW

Nasals
%cloy
Cesaishaisin
Care
CmIrs1 . .
Senior Clines .
Needle
len Ts bed .
Faster
Pau*
Airport

759-4141
153-6612
153-15U
753-0929
753-NEED
753-11E8
753-5362
489 2114

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

LOST LARGE GREY
Persian on Glendale
Road. Reward offered.
Call 753-8761.

6. Help

Wanted

MEDICAL
with
SECRETARY
experience to work with
new
in
specialist
office
physician's
building. Send typed
resume to Dr. Phillip
Klepper. MurrayCounty
Calloway
Hospital, 803 Poplar,
Murray, KY 42071.
ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS for RN's,
LPN's and Medication
Aides, full or part-time,
all shifts. Apply in
person at West View
Nursing Home.

STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION

•••

West Kentucky Rural Telephotle Cooperative
Corporation, Inc. has filed with the Federal
Government a Compliance Assurance in which it
assures the Rural Electrification Administration
that it will comply fully.with all requirements of
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Rules and Regulations of the Department of
Agriculture issued thereunder, to the end that no
person in the United States shall, on the ground
of race, color, or national origin, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of.
or be otherwise subjected to discrimination in
the conduct of its program and the operation of
its facilities. Under this Assurance, this
organization is comitted no( to discriminate
against any person on the ground of race, color
or national origin in its policies and practices
relating to applications for service or any other
policies and practices relating to treatment of
beneficiaries and participants including rates,
conditions and extension of service use of any of
its facilities, attendance at and participation in
any meetings of beneficiaries and participants
or the exercise of any rights of such beneficiaries
and participants in the conduet of the operations
nf this,organization.
Any person who believes himself, or any
specific class of individuals, to be subjected by
this organization to discrimination prohibited by
Title VI of the Act and the Rules and Regulations
issued thereunder may. by himself or a
representative, file with the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.:20250, or the
Administration,
Electrification
Rural
Washington, D. C. 20250, or this organization, or
all, a written complaint. Such complaintmust be
filed not later than 180 days after the alleged
discrimination, or by such later date to which the
Secretory of Agriculture or the Rural Electrification Administration extends the time for
filing. Identity of complaints will be kept confidential except to the extent necessary to carry
out the purposes of the Rules and Regulations.

FOR SALE
Two desks, 4' s 8 Mirrors, filing cabinet, Karate
Equipment, lockers, neon sign, display cases. Many
unusual items.

Call 753-2594 after 6 p.m.

SEWING MACHINE
OPERATOR.
Experience desired but
not necessary. Apply at
Calloway Manufacturing, 111 Poplar
PLAN
PARTY
SUPERVISOR
toy
MERRIC-MAC
parties has opening for
and
supervisors
demonstrators in your
area. Quality merHighest
chandisecommission. No investment, delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Baxter collect 319-5568881 or write MERRIC1277,
Box
M AC,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
ACT NOW, be a Gateway
Home Decorator in your
area. No investment,
opportunity to add to
income. Opportunity for
management. Apply
Holiday Inn, Tuesday
and Wednesday, June 27
and 28, 10-12 and 1-5.
PHONE SOLICITORS
needed Saturday only,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 753-7861.
SCHOOL TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. duringSchool year.
Must have own transportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.

Floored mod roil*" Up to 11 s 74 Also born style, offices, cottages
mobile home sal mil, mid patios or U tUltD. pro cot complotely ready
to assemble op to 74 w 60 Soy the best lot less

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
LIGHT WEIGHT, folding
umbrella type baby
stroller, in good condition. Call 753-0491.

THE MURRAY POLICE
Department is now
accepting applications
for a records clerk. This
is a part-time position
hours
work
with
preferably 8 a.m. - 12
noon although work
be
schedule could
flexible. Typing and
ability to keep aoturate
records is esgential,
knowledge
of
photography
is
desirable - but
not
mandatory.
EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC wanted.
Apply Murray Muffler &
Automotive Center, 7th
and Maple.
PERSONS
INTERESTED in running
a Consumer Service
Center.
Couples
preferred. Unlimited
potential, $5004800 parttime. 753-3763 for appointment only.
AMWAY
• DISTRIBUTORS
needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,
Rt. 3, Box 322, Theodore,
AL 36582.
WAITRESS WANTEDApply in person, Sykes
Cafe, 100 Maple Street,
Murray.
$100 (PLUS) WEEKLY
mailing circulars !!!
Free supplies, imincome
mediate
guaranteed! Send selfstamped
addressed
emvelope:
Homeworker, B427-4SB,
Troy, MT 59935.
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen Call
for information 753-1690.
10 Business Opportunity
$100 OR MORE weekly
mailing circulars. For
free details, D. L.
Buford, 4365 St. Charles
Ct., Paducah,KY 42001.

14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757

and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastit sizes 2'x4' 4'xI2' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.

Athena 2000
Sewing Machine
picked up by the Singer
Sorting Machine Co. May be
soon at

Your Local
Singer Shop
Bel AirCenter
753-5323

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Appliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. SHE

SKIL SAW sale, model
.574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Parisi
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 7591117 after 4 p.m.

4-futp tytryt
Room Air
Conditioners
West Ky.

SALE, Sears
FOR
Kenmore smooth top
self-cleaning stove, like
new. Call 759-1110.

753 4475

SHOWER DOORS and
tub enclosures Thornton
Tile and Marble. South
9th. Call 753-5719.
SIX RICKS of wood and
wood stove complete,
6th house on left past
Doran Road on 94 West.
JOHN DEERE -lawn
mower,3 years old, selfpropelled, self-starter.
See Dewey Smothermon, Rt. 1, Hazel, KY.
No phone calls.

Repossessed
Singer Zig-Zog
Sewing Machine
Desk Model
NH !Defence '770 16 339 00
Yids* Need someone to take
over the payments

40 H. P. JOHNSON 15',2'
boat and trailer. $350
Record in fathometer,
$125. Call 436-2538.
115 JOHNSON outboard
motor with power, tilt,
and trim, less than 200
hours, $1250. 436-5680.

1974 BLUE and silver
metallic Checkmate.
For more information
call 354-6419 after 5 p.m.
Fiberglass
repairs,
Marine and Auto. Bob
Cook, 317 N. 4th. 7674386 or 759-1161.
23 Exterminating

FREE
BREAKFAST SET with 6
chairs, chest of drawers,
few other items.. 318 N.
7th.
MOBILE HOME dining
table with 4 chairs, $10. 3
man light duty raft with
paddles, $10. Green
vinyl fold out couch in
good shape. $25. 1413
Vine Street after 8 p.m.

Appliance Center
Sales L Service

20 Sports Equipment

SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21'
twin keel cruise with
new sails-Call (606
269-7942 between 10 and
2 EST.

Repossessed

TAPPAN RANGE, 40"
Fabulous 400 with
cutting board, 2 chrome
ovens, 1 with rotisserie,
$150. See at
207
Woodlawn or call 7538361.
GE 14.8 CU FT. white, I
year Old freezer, $275.
436-2564 after 2 p.m.
TRADITIONAL
SOFA
and chair for sale, good
condition Call 759-4682.
b

New

Patterns

Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
FOR SALE, Frigidaire
(Mini) dryer. Ideal for
trailer or small space,
used very little. Call 7591926.
19 Farm Equipment

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
8 Pest
Control
l00 S. 13th
Phone 753-3914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

WANT TO RID your
home of all insects
permanently' Money
back gauranteed. Call 1901-479-2132.
25 Business Service
WANTED ANY business real estate needing
financing - consulting.
Mr. Johnson, 1-513-2314115.
26 TV Radio
DO NOT BE mislead, we
will meet any local price
on Zenith products.
Your Zenith dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker TV
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Road.
SISSON'S ZENITH
guarantees you the
lowest prices and I year
free service on all color
TV's. Shop around, then
come see Sisson Zenith,
19 miles west of Murray,
on Hwy.94. 382-2171.

Singer Sewing

Machine Shop
Bel Air Center
753-5323

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef
Front quarter,79 cents a
pound, whole of half 89
cents a pound, hind
quarter, 99 cents a
pound hanging weight.
Food Stamps accepted.
. We also do custom
slaughtering,
Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on old
Murray, Road.
DOORS FOR SALE, 400
for $1 each in lots of 15 or
more. Worth this much
for kindling wood. Call
753-6374 or come by 801
N. 20th.

CLEAN CARPETN the
save and safe. way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.
estern Auto, home of
MONEY TO LOAN .or,
"Wishing Well Gift
farms, business conShop".
struction, real estate,
venture capital and
REGULAR SIZE hide-astart ups. Any worth
bed couch for sale. In
while project congood condition, $50. Call
sidered. $5,000 and up.
436-2482.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 10

BENNETT
AND
A.S.SOCIATFS, Group
Insurance
Specialists
serving West Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
Representing GOLDEN
ROLE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 759-1486.

15 Adidas For Sale
FOR SALE, formica

15 Articles For Sale

641 14

P'iiiiqtseer

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

14. Want To Buy

$3.95 OUTS All Of ISMS
Indian Noel Poway
• liberty Michel
11~i Metal
• Lino Pointy meg
WWII 1943 Penny
W. II. Ponstios
Bofors 1920 di
• Wainlail Nickel
• D Miat Penny 2S yrs.
10643 Pansy (one)
- Iwo 1160-D Soma
Dote Pommy
Mist Foamy 25 yrs.
Mrs him two III
Mos Ow frost Gift
Ph. Ow Frog *demo
Sand 3145 used 25 Poetise*
10

If M DelN91010 I CO.
I PIII• 515, VI.A.A.A. Mop
lorsAos Po ,1111111

FOR SALE tobacco aria
tomato . sticks. Call 4892126.

LARGE SELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.

TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, 185.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. •Tail -78 MODEL
Pioneer SX
. ga-te protectors,
650 receiver. Two CS
st nless steel, $15.
66G three way speakers.
Vin n Tractor Co. 753Spggested retail price
4892.
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753SUPER 4 FARMALL
3724
after 5.
tractor arid all equipment,.753-4418 after 8
WANTED RESPONp.m.
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
D-17 Alli$ CHALMERS
TV. Clayton's-(formerly
equipment,
tractor Ad
J and B Music),753-7575.
truck tool box, gas tank
27 Mobile Home Sales
toppurl).
truck
with
per 1965 Ford pick-up. 1970 STAMFORD mobile
Remingto power Saw,
home, 12 x 60, air conCall 753112 after 3:30.
ditioned, furnished,
excellent condition. For
NEED GAIN BINS,
information, call 753don't buy from anyone
7941.
until you get our quote.
The best bin at the
1975 14 x 702 Bedroom, 2
Agri
lowest cost.
full baths, and /
3
4 acre
Products, 753-3000 or
lot. call 753-1601 ask for
753-9920
Ricky.
20 Sports tquipment
28 Heating & Cooling
BOAT TRAILER for sale
FOR SALE, air con753-9382 after 5.
ditioner, 8,000 BTU
Coolerator. 753-1808.
1975 CHALLENGER Bass
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Boat, no motor, must
MOBILE HOMES and
see Price negotiable,
mobile home spaces for
uporr
depending
rent, at Riviera Courts.
equipment wanted. Call
Call 7453-3280.
492-8556,,
15 FT. 7 In. bass boat, 50
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
759-4938 after 5 p.m.

TRAILER TO RENT,
Lake Way Shore. 'Call
436-2540.
30 Business Rentals

FOR LEASE, comCRUISING SAILBOAT,
mercial building, 3400
21' Luger, Holsclaw
square feet; decorated,
trailer, 544 hp .Johnson
signs,
carpeted,
o4tboard-moored
at
security. 121 By-Pass.
Kenlake Marina, $4000.
753-6869 or write P. 0.
Phone 442-6209.
Box 32G, Murray, KY
42071.
1977 NUMMERSET ski
31 Want To Rent
boat, 16's ft., 175 horsepower Evinrude, FAMILY WANTS to rent
Brown a nd gold metal
3 bedroom house. Call
flake Call 7531647
753-3861

32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT
NEAR
University, couple only,
$275 including utilities.
Available August 10.
Phone 436-5479.
NOW LEASING new 2
bedroom
duplex
apartment, central heat
and air and carpeting.
Call 753-8067.
FURNISHED
BASEMENT APARTMENT, 1 bedroom,
clean and neat, utilities
paid, no children or pets.
Working man or man
and wife, $80 per month.
Call 753-1739 or see at 108
S. 10th.
FURNISHED 1 or 2
apartments,
bedroom
single and married,
couples only. ZimApartments,
merman
South 16th, 753-6609.
FURNISHED
TWO
bedroom apartment.
Call 753-8298.
ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
TWO BEDROOM Town
House apartment, all
carpeted, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer-dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.

43 Real Estate
43 Real Est

Purdem & Thurman
Insurance Real Estate
southsid. court Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

REDO AN OLDIE...make
her shine.. Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1 492.
PLEASURE
THERAPY...Cure for
those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged
floor and 2 decorative
baths.. Southwest
School District. Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.

IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot...2 bedroom
recently
frame
34 Houses For Rent
redecorated and just
PANAROMA SHORESnew
for
looking
Lake front home for, owners... large lot in
lease. 3 bedroom-2
East School District.
baths. Owner looking for
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
mature couple only. $300
753-1492.
per month. Phone 4365479.
LOVELY AND UNIQUE
home on private 3' acre
36 For Rent Or Lease
wooded tract west of
Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27' x 25'
Mini
with
greatroom
Warehouse
fireplace and hardwood
Storage Space
plank floors. Electric
For Worst
Heat Pump, all modern
753-4758
conveniences plus a
comfortable
rustic,
38. Pets Supplies
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
FOR SALE, Coonend,
you. Don't let this opold fashioned long
portunity pass you buy.
eared, black and tan
Phone tod,ay for more
female, 8 months old.
information at KOPDual registered with A.
PERUD REALTY, 753K. C. and U. - K. C.
1222.
Champion Bloodline.
Perfect for hunting this
"AS DAY BREAKS."
fall. Must sell, moving.
listen to the mister
Call Scott Hayman, 1crow, feed your horses
901-247-3992.
at your own country
farm house with plenty
TWO REGISTERED
of space-3 acre miniDoberman Pincher's,
farm-located southwest.
females, $100 each. PI
Priced in the 20's. Call
months old. Call 753nose. . . 7 5 3 6005.
1492...LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS
FOR SALE, beautiful
CFA registered Persian
kittens, make wonderful
pets. Call 642-6742 or 7823732.
39 Poultry Supplies

[

35 LAYING HENS, $1 a
piece. 753-4418 after 8
p.m.
41 Public Sales
SALE,
YARD
BIG
Wednesday, June 28, 107
S. 15th, 7 a.m. to dark.

=En
PLEASING PRICE Charming 2 bedroom
home near Kentucky
Lake. Home has attractive kitchen-den
combination, lovely
fireplace in the living
room, new wall-to-wall
carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at
only $14,500. Don't delay
phone today on this bona
fide bargain. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222, anytime.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS or retirement
home. This is located in
an excellent quiet neigh,
bortmod
near - city
schools and hoepital
Two bedroom masonary
construction with gas
heat, storm . windows,
roof, outside
new
storage building and
landscaping.
Interior
has new carpeting and
decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
C Neubauer, Realtor,
206 So. 4th Street, 7530101 or 7531.

BOYD-MA1 I RS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Ser%
With The P riendl) Touch

Lakefront-House Under
Construciton.
Good water frontage.
Completed on outside
and completed bath,
rest of house with
studs. Deep well. Concrete boat dock. 2 lots.
3.8 miles from New
Concord on Hwy. 444
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

FRESH
THE
ON
MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping.. living
room with fireplace, 4
bedrooms,economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone
now..-don't let this home
get away. L()RETTA
JOBS REALTORS...7531492.

SOLAR BUI
2 acres
southern
$3000. West
34 miles
Heights. C
Realty,

South 12th .

TELEPHON

M411'11
"
BOTD-MAJORSI
REAL ESTATE
7534080
Profesmonal Services
With The Friendly Touch.'
Move one more time
to your new home,
306 Broach near
3
University.
bedroom lkt bath, B.
V. well decorated,
electric heat, wall to
carpeting,
wall
washer-dryer, draperies, antenna included Won't linger
on Market at $29,900.
Boyd Major Real
Estate 105 N.12th.

A CAREFUL BUYER'S
DREAM - Get ready to
move into one of
Murray's sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This house has three
bedrooms,2 large baths,
fireplace and kitchen
with breakfast area.
Economical central gas
heat and central air, a
private _patio and an
intercom for something
extra. It would be our
pleasure to show this
home to you. Price
reduced $1000. Call
KOPPERUD REALY,
753-1222.
NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Older home
on .5 acres, ideal for
plus
14
.ndyman
bedroom mobile home
with stove, refrigerator,
and air conditioner. All
$15,750.
only
for
Potential
and
possibilities abound.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 759-1707.

HAVE PRO
SELL? If
thinking of
not give us.
receive
courteous
profession
from our f
sales rep
We have cl,
to purchase
Real Estat
match a bi
property
KOPPERU
753-1222 al
make buyin
real estate E

Waldrop

in Bus
Since I
753-5

HOME
GROWING
four bedror
home on
with lot 3f
Big reds
overlooks
wooded
Extra feat
fireplace +a
central he
basemen
library, al
storage ari
10 closets.
sure to hi
surprise! I
to you.
PERUD R
1222.

We rebuil
high press

Nome r 7 Apartments. Let
your tenants help par Ate
mortgage! Istre nice throe SR
two bath brick only two
blocks west of MSU campus.
Apertments now rented for
$110 month!. Nom* alone
worth over $35,000. Asking
$44,$OO
New listing in Heiel-newly
remodeled 2 bedroom bets,
on corner lot. Net control got
heat, c,etr
Ur. well in
striated, aluminum siding.
with storm winders and
doors. Priced to sell.
753-3263 Astrissus

Two
ceramic
fireplac
built-in!
garage
OwnE
$110,000
7

ESTABLLSHEDBUSINESS
lcrcated in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a
life time pass you by
Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS today. 7531492.

Hornbook!, Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday-- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
Call7
753-3885.

Don't ml
bedroom
heat,full
sure to pl
retiremei
neighbor!

DEALERS WANTED

Get in on the boom and earn big dividends! We are now taking applications
for dealers for steel buildings and grain
sr
bin sFyo
te:s
6
ore '
l
Information
wrIteg-'1

AGRA-STEEL CORP.?'"
P

0 Das 10310 •

Kansas City. Mo 04111

,(17, (417)739-2291 'AV ;'.*,:r

AGRA

.3111
4
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OPEN SHOP MINE

:111111
THE
ON
and in that
rea of park
ping. living
fireplace, 4
economic gas
A in the 30's.
• the phone
let this home
. LORETTA
iLTORS...753-

43 Real Estate
SOLAR BUILDER? Two,
2 acres of all day
southern exposure,
$3000. West on Hwy 464,
312 miles from Almo
Heights. Call Erichson
Realty, 1-502-527-1441.

Prof essiona I Services
With Th.Friendly Touch'

until Serb ices
riendly Touch"

e more time
new home,
oach near
-sity.
3
142 bath, B.
decorated,
heat, wall to
carpeting,
dryer,drapeintenna inWon't linger
.et at $29,900.
Major Real
05 N.12th.

UL BUYER'S
- Get ready to
nto one of
sharpest and
icious homes.
se has three
., 2 large baths,
and kitchen
!akfast area.
•al central gas
central air, a
)atio and an
for something
would be our
to show this
you. Price
$1000. Call
UD REALY,

TING in New
ice. Older home
•res, ideal for
plus
an
mobile home
e, refrigerator,
onditioner. All
$15,750.
aly
and
a1
ties abound.
on Shroat Co.,
759-1707.

HAVE PROPERTY TO
SELL? If you've been
thinking of selling why
not give us a call? You'll
friendly,
receive
courteous service and
professional
advice
from our five full-11111e
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us
match a buyer to your
property.
Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 anytime. We
make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!

Waldrop Realty
in Business
Since i95
753-5646

Beautiful and Unique
Lake-View Cottage at
Panorama Shores has
2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
living room, kitchen
and double garage
with large separate
storage area. This can
be your answer to
lake
comfortable
living. Low 30's. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N.12th.
ALL YOU could ask for in
a mobile home. 3
bedrooms, central gas
heat, new
central
electric air conditioner,
all furniture, new
carport plus 20x12 block
building with utility
service all on a nice lot.
Near East School and
the Lake. Only $16,995.
Nelson Shroat Realtors.

Guy Spann Realty
Y OW ey People
In Real Estate"

A
FOR
HOME
GROWING FAMILY four bedroom, 242 bath
home on Main Street
with lot 360 feet deep.
Big redwood deck
beautifully
overlooks
wooded backyard.
Extra features include
fireplace with gas logs,
central heat and air,
basement, study,
library, and 41111d9.t
storage areas incraing
10 closets. This home is
sure to be a pleasant
surprise! Let us show it
to you. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
I

753-7724
901

Sycamore

Murray, Ky

44. lots For Sale
10 LAKE LOTS on Blood
River Bay. All near
waterfront, 100 x 200,
power line, running
water, school bus and
mail route. $3000 each,
10 per cent down. Call
436-2427.
LOT NO. 121 at Anderson
Shores. Lot is 75 ft. wide
by 150 ft. deep. Contact
Dr. J. L. Keller, 204 S.
Mill
Street,
Pinckneyville, IL 62274, or
phone (618) 3574715
COLLECT.

% Poplar -Senior

QUALITY
REAL

5271468 753 9625

I TNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
Uaelo Jeffs Shown Coiner

B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

436-2788

Apartments. let
ns help pay the
Eine nice throe 1111
brick only two
t of MSU tempos.
I now rented for
sly Home Ione
r 535,000. Asking

'in Natal-newly
2 bedroom house
at, Has central gas
trail air, wall in
elatiainwat
wiewlows and
to
243 Anytiwio

;HEDBUS
'
INERS
in center of
. Owner will
• financing with
nit down, Don't
>PPortunity of a
pass you by.
1RETTA JOBS
MS today. 753-

TED
big diviplications
and grain

mite:
'

AGRA

11),

Ohio Valley Real Estate

PHONE
502-685-4961

We now have an in the
field farm service
truck. For fast service

ADVANCED, Inc.
4th & Chestnut
© 1978 United Feature Syndicate, Inc

47. Motorcycles
C.R. 250 CC HONDA dirt
bike, good condition,
$350. Call 753-0224.
1978 YAMAHA '400, like
new condition, $1000.
Call 436-2261.
BSA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
inquiries only.
1977 YAMAHA xS500,1000
miles. Must sell soon
Call 753-6605.
1974 HONDA XL-100,
excellent
condition,
must sell. Only $300. 4362689.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 4,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware.
Paris.

FOR SALE, 1974 Oldsmobile Royale, power
and air, low mileage,
good condition, $2650.
Call 753-6564.
1976 DODGE pick-up, one
owner, 33,000 miles,
short wheel base, power
steering and brakes, air,
AM FM radio, dual
exhaust, white spoke
wheels, new tires, $3800.
Also 1977 4-wheel drive
pick-up, nice, will sell
either. Call 435-4382
after 5 p.m.

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.

MASONARY

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle. 2 new
tires, new battery, good
condition, $1950. Call
759-4711.
FOR SALE 1973 Datsun
610 wagon with factory
air, AM W-tape. Low
mileage. $1795. Call 7530011 after 5 p.m.
1978
PONTIAC
FIREBIRD formula,
AM-FM stereo-tape, tilt
steering,5100 miles. 6429284 days, 642-6294
nights.

1966 CHEVROLET 327
engine, good condition.
Call 753-2266 or 759-4683.
1970
CHEVROLET
station wagon, 753-9393.
1971 GMC pickup, long
wheel base, good condition. Call 753-1208.
FOR SALE, 1975 Dodge 4wheel drive, power
steering and brakes,
automatic transmission,
white spoke wheels,
$3100. Call 435-4383 after
6 p.m.
FOR SALE, '67 Ford
pickup, new tires, excellent condition, has CB
and FM converter (also
to sell) Craig CB new
TCB, $150) (Truck,
$700). Call 1-901-247-3992.
CORVETTE
1965
Roadster, 327, 4 speed,
nice. Call 753-6469.
1973 MERCURY Marquis
Brougham with trailer
towing package. Call
753-8004 or 753-4377.
1975 AUDI 100IS, extra
sharp, good mileage,
loaded, very reasonable
Call 628-3527 after 5.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM -FM
radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, portapotti, carpeted, air
conditioned. Call 7530476.

Work
Done

1979 BUICK Limited,
loaded with extras, very
clean and sharp, has
only 41,000 actual miles.
Contact 759-1301 for
appointment. Priced to
sell.

Anything in brick and
block, some concrete
work.

Phone
1-901-243-4651

FOR SALE, 1966 Ford
pick-up truck, good tires
runs good, $300. Call 4374394.

Carrier•
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and
backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane, Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

Phone 759-4788

49. Used Cars & Trucks

BARKLEY LAKE

701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301

ATTENTION
FARMERS

`(0L) THINK `(0t.) HAVE TROUBLES.
WAS A TAX ASSESSOR FOR -THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA."

1962 PICKUP, ha
with new camper top.
Call 753-6471.

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car, detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

51. Services Offered

HOUSE FOR SALE located on nice street in
Murray, 2 bedroom,
white frame house with
basement. Carpeted in
living
room
and
bedrooms. Harvest gold i
refrigerator, stove and
built-in dishwasher I
included. Call 753-9924
after 3:30 p.m.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

ARROWHEAD CAMPER
sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.

THREE
BEDROOM,
carpeted, washer and
hook-up,
dryer
materials
including
some work to be done on
144 lot at 607 Sycamore.
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.

3-14.2, CARPETED,
central H & A, garage,
fireplace,
fenced,
Lynnwood Estates, 7530717 after 4.

51. Services Offered

50 Campers

46 Homes For Sale

A: ALTui7S

South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 753.1051

MAl
ESTATE
i-11080

45 Farms For Sale
FARM FOR SALE. 47
acres, 40 acres now in
beans.
Excellent
location near Benton on
Mayfield Hwy. Phone
527-8374 or 753-3976.

43. Real Estate

LASSIFIEDS FORMOREPRORTABEHIESMIS
BLOWN
INSULATION
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
free
for
estimates.
DO YOU neea stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 935-4343.

ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and. 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

RENT RINSENVAC
No ether "do-kiesrult"
meshed

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

WILY311 pound portable powerhouse does all the work
VI
ririsTe;and
W
deep down dirt and

VSCUU11133

out

grime in a single sweep
ECONOMICALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the coot 4:1

SERVICE MASTER OF
MURRAY, the
carpet
professional
cleaners, daily, weekly,
monthly, or 1 time
cleaning. For free
estimates, call 753-0259.

t YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM •
,
j

NEED
TREES
or
shrubbery
cut
or
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
BEAUTIFY your home
fot free estimates for
with lightweight easy-toyour needs.
install Eldorado Stone.
MOBILE HOME AN- No costly footings or
1978 JEEP Cherokee, 4
CHORS, underpinning foundations. 100 percent
wheel drive, loaded with
masonary
awnings, carports and fireproof
extras,low mileage. 753product. Less than the
roofs sealed. Call -Jack
3710 after 6 p.m.
Glover 753-1873 after 5 cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or exp.m. or weekends.
1970 DODGE pick-up,
terior. An excellent doautomatic transmission
air, power steering, -CARPET CLEANING at it-yourself project or we
reasonable rates. will install. Buy direct
tinted glass and topper,
Prompt and efficient. from
our factory.
extra clean, excellent
Custom Carpet Care, Timber-Lodge Stone and
condition, a bargain at
N.
Fireplace, 706
$1350. Call 1-901-642Market Street, Paris,
4799.
GUTTERING BY SEARS Tenn. 38242. Phone 9011971 VW VAN, good
Sears continuous gutter 642-1328.
condition. Call 759-1657.
installed per your
specifications.
Call A TO 2 Construction
1977 OLDS, CustomSears 753-2310 for free
home building and
Cruiser Station Wagon.
estimates.
remodeling. Repairs of
All power, sharp. Call
all kinds. No job too big
Mayfield, 247-4293 after tsVARS BROTHERS &
or too small. Call 4375 p.m.
SON - General home
4338.
remodeling, framing,
1977 OLDS l>elta 88, 4aluminum siding and
CARPENTER
door, hard top, has AMgutters. Call 1-354-8951
AVAILABLE TO do
FM 8 track stereo, air,
or 1-362-4895.
small jobs, satisfaction
power steering and
guaranteed. Call 753BUSHOGGING
and
brakes, good condition.
6471 after 4 p.m.
discing. Call 753-1261.
Call 492-8322.
_
PAINTING INTERIOR,
1971 FORD Maverick, PROFESSIONAL window
exterior. Also dry wall
cleaner. Private homes
automatic, radio. Exfinishing. 10 years exand
stores, home
cellent condition. Cali
perience. Call 436-2563,
repairs. 20 years ex753-7853.
Ralph Worley.
perience. Call TO1-7825981. 1974 LTD Country Squire
SPECIAL OFFER inStation Wagon. All
troducing new vinyl
BACKHOE WORK,septic
power and air. In extra
siding
by Alcoa. Free
:7-.---6Bairrygravel
dirt
and
good condition with new
gutters with vinyl or
4lwiling. Call 753-5706 or
tires. $1750.00 Phone 1aluminum siding. Call
753-5808.
354-6217.
Byars Brothers and
50 Campers
WATER WELLS. Smith
Sons, 354-8951 or 362Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
4895.
SLIP-IN TRUCK camper
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
that sleeps 4. 405 S. 9th.
ANY
KIND
p.m.
OF
753-3615.
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
WHITES CAMPER
FOR SALE
or 753-9685.
SALES your starcraft
Bedding Plants, all
kinds, good plants that
dealer. You ye got a
WET BASEMENT? We
were planted later.
good thing going with
make wet basements
25' for 6 plants.
Starcraft. Compete line
dry, work completely
travel trailers pop ups,
3 Geraniums for '1.
guaranteed. Call or
parts and accessories
write Morgan ConHoffman's
Toppers and
used
struction Co., Route 2,
campers. East 94 HighNursery
Box 409 A. Paducah,
way, 4 miies from
1 Mile out on 94 East, Murray
Ky. 42001. Phone day
Murray. Call 753-0605
or night 442-7026.

1

but for only $12.00 •ley

Bal-Air Decor Sten
Ilet,te Camel. 733-3142

54. Free Column

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower

CHINA BLUE EYED
white and 2 golden
white, 7 week old kittens, litter trained. Call
753-3059.

Sales and Service
Eastside Small
Engine Repair

7 SIX WEEK old puppies
to give away to good
homes, 42 Beagle. Call
753-3132.

Highway 94 East
75341400

ATTENTION
New building soon to be under construction, in
prime location with OFFICE and RETAIL space
available for leasing. If interested call...

753-7618 after 5:00
Get Ready For

Murray FM
24 Hour Rock
Buy Your

FM Converter
at

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-5865

Nte eW644/2
gea &I/4

1

er-iihg a most distinctive

A very unique breakfast menu,
20 different sandwiches, choice
steaks, dinners, seafood, the
biggest chef salads anywhere,
20 varletes of fine imported tea.
. . plus many other great things
to go overboard for!

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY'
US 641 NorthMurray, Ky.
6 AM TII. 10 PM-MONDAS TRIM THURSDAY
Tit. MIDNIGHT-FRIDAY ANDSATURDAY
7 AM Ttl. 10 PM ON SUNDAY

6 AM

NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUD REALTY
POCKETBOOK MASER

LOVE A LARGE KITCHEN?

Don't miss seeing this neat and attractive 3
bedroom home with economical naturil gas
heat,full basement,fenced backyard and a price
sure to please. An excellent starter home or good
retirement home located on quiet street in good
neighborhood. 20's.

This home is for you. Just west of Murray city
limits, modern home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
central heat and air, 22' x 2142' family room with
fireplace, lots of extras and lots of quality.
Owner transferred out of town. 40's.
•

Member
Multiple
Listing

111 Main
Murray, Ky.

THIS IS GOOD HOUSE SENSE
Four bedroom, 2 bath h
to shopping areas. Lot
listing - 10 closets. Ph
formation. 30's

ideally located close
• storage in this new
is today for more in-

SMART STYLE-SMART BUY

KEYED TO CONVENIENCE

"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in appliances,
custom built cabinets, heat pump, thermopane
windows ate only a few of the quality features of
this home:The price is right! 30s.

Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with central heat and air, den with fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive design and decor thrfiughout
Extra, Extra: large modern workshop building
with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home
- Good value. Priced in the high 30's.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

24 Hr. Phone
Ph. 753-1222
4

I,
REALTOR•

Harry Patterson 492-8302 - Bill Rayburn 759-4900 Geri Andersen 7 5 1 7932 George Gallagher 753-8129- Bill Kopperud 7S3 1222

•
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Funerals I Carter Instructs Griffin Bell

To Investigate 1973 Shooting

Marshall Countian
Dies Sunday; Body
Is Found In Pond

,

James Neal ?Jack) Hopwood of Benton Route Six died
Sunday about 5:30 p.m. His
body was discovered Monday
at 10:30 a.m. in a pond behind
Pus house by members of the
Marshall County Rescue
Squad. The cause of death has
not been determined, officials
said.
Mr. Hopwood, age 35, was a
member of the Little Cypress
Baptist Church where he
served as a Sunday School
teacher. He was an employee
of Union Gas Company of
Benton. Born Nov. 3, 1942, he
was the son of the late Jimmy
Hopwood and Addle Mason
Hopwood.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lela Ford Hopwood, one
daughter, Melissa Sue Hopwood, and one son, James
Kevin Hopwood, Benton Route
Six: one sister, Mrs. Luan
Butler, and one foster. sister,
Mrs. Marilyn Holshouser.
Symsonia.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Little Cypress Baptist Church
with the Rev. James Hardy
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Clarks River Cemetery
in Graves County with the
arrangements by the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, where friends may
call.

James E. Smith Is
Dead At Age Of 60
James Edward Smith of
Calvert City Route One died
Monday at 11:30 p.m. at his
home. He was 60 years of age,
a carpenter. and a member of
the Gospel Assembly Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Maudeline Riley Smith;
mother, Mrs. 011ie May Smith,
Paducah; one son, Joe Smith,
and two grandchildren, Kathy
Jo and Keith Edward Smith,
Paducah Route Nine. His
father, John Clayton Smith, is
deceased.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home. Benton.
with the Rev. Ancil Edmonds
and the Rev. Larry Riley
officiating.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Olive Stewart
Dies Sunday With
Rites Wednesday
Mrs. Olive Stewart died
Sunday in Jasonville, Ind.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the
funeral home in Jasonville,
and will then be transferred to
the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, with burial to follow in
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
about 3:30 p.m. Wednesday.
• Mrs. Stewart is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Tohra
Pickard, Jasonville, Ind., and
Mrs. Ruth Marone, St. James,
Fla.; one son, Ralph Stewart,
Louisiana; three grandchildren; four great grandchildren.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter confirmed
Monday he has asked
Attorney General Griffin Bell
to "look into" the 1973 death of
a handcuffed 12-year-old
Texas boy shot at point-blank
range by a Dallas policeman.
Justice
Department
spokesman John- Wilson said
Assistant Attorney General
Drew Days, head of the civil
rights division, has the case
under consideration and a
decision "is expected soon.
Wilson added that the fiveyear statute of limitations on
the case expires July 24.
The president was asked.
during a news conference
Monday if, during his trip to
Texas last week, he had
promised Mexican-American
leaders that Bell would look
into the matter personally.
Carter replied that "an
erroneous press report ...

indicated that Drew Days had
made a decision and that he
had recommended ... that this
case not be pursued further. ...
We inquired of Mr. Days
about the accuracy of that
report. He has ,not made a
decision as to whether he will
recommend any further
Justice Department involvement.
"I asked the attorney
general. which is appropriate,
to look into the case himself,"
the president said. "This is a
case of high interest to the
Spanishspeaking community
in the Southwest, 4and again
his decision would be made on
the merits of the case."
The boy, Santos Rodriguez,
was being questioned in an $8
service station burglary when
officer Darrell Cain placed
what he said was an unloaded
.357-caliber Magnum to the
boy's
head. The
gun

To Highlight Royal Wedding

Circumstance, Not Pomp
MONTE CARLO, Monaco calm of her palace
room. She
( AP) — This royal marriage is a striking
brunette tending
will be remembered less for to chubbiness,
an avid
its pomp than for its cir- waterskier, a
fixture on the
cumstance.
Paris nightclub scene.
Caroline is 21 years old and
She and Junot plan to live in
a princess.
Paris while keeping a villa in
Philippe Junot, 38, is a Monaco.
commoner — a Parisian —
Tempers are on edge in the
with a playboy reputation.
palace and jetsetters and
Their wedding is set foi, notable citizens of
Monaco are
Thursday, and he is not the sulking about because
they
royalty that Prince Rainier III were refused
invitations to the
and Princess Grace, the wedding.
former Hollywood film star
Sources close to the palace
Grace Kelly, had in mind for say Princess
Grace, 48, is
their daughter.
"worn out and harassed" by
But, then, neither has the torrent of phone
calls from
Caroline been the story-book friends and
acquaintances
princess.
demanding an invitation.
She seems to prefer life in
Hot-tempered
Rainier,
bustling Paris to the secluded sovereign of the
375-acre state
on France's Mediterranean
coast, "is on the verge of
blowing up," sources say.
But the family is determined to keep the wedding
discreet.

Dr. Byrn Becomes
Charter Member Of
Vision Organization
Dr. Jame M. Byrn. a local
Optometrist, has become a
charter member of the CenThomas A. Wood,assistant tury Club of the Vision
Professor
of ...accent Educational Foundation.
The Vision Eduational
education at Murray State
Foundati
on •is devoted to
University, has been selecsupporting, assisting, and
ted to read a paper during
prompting the "Optometric"
The Council for Exceptional
profession. As a charter
Children's first
World member
of the Century Club
Congress on Future Special
of the VEF, Dr. Byrn is
Education. The conference continuin
g to dedicate himself
began Sunday at the Univer- to the vision care needs of the
sity of Stirling, Scotland.
public and to improving
The Congress provides the general health care through
opportunity for more than the nation.
1,500 professionals to exAs a member of the Century
change ideas, research Club, he will be involved in
projects and develop plans such VEF projects as Opthat will affect the education tomertic research, clinical
of handicapped children all 'services, continuing
over the wo4d. More ihan education, and funding
35 countries will be student loans
represented.
Wood joined the Murray
State faculty in 1976. His 461.1
paper is entitled "OrienPnoes of stock of local interest at
tation and Mobility for noon,
EDT, today, furnished • the
Multiply Handicapped Blind ledger & 'limes by First of Michigan.
Corp., of M is-ray,are as follows.
Children."
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*ATTENTION *

It will be held in the
presence of 100 guests in a
small palace chapel — a civil
marriage Wednesday followed
by the more binding Catholic
ceremony the next day.
(Questions have arisen about
Jtinot's background. He
describes himself as a
financier with . offices in
Montreal and Paris. But his
most frequently trodden beat
is the Paris society circuit.
The palace simply refuses to
comment on the issue.
Many
of
the
4,500
Monegasques ( citizens of
Monaco) and expatriate
celebrities who live in tin.
tax-cleir Monaco are upset at
being invited only to the regal
ball that Rainier is throwing
tonight.
They haygdutifully inundated the palit-ce with
bouquets and gifts — a chest of
silverware
from
the
Monegasque community, a
pair of 18th century armchairs
from the bank of Monaco.

Paducah's
'Sun-Democrat
Becomes 'Sun'
PADUCAH, Ky. AP( —
Paducah's daily newspaper
has changed its name. Formerly The Sun-Democrat, the
afternoon paper hit the street
Monday as The Paducah Sun.
-The overriding reason,"
said Editor Jack Paxton, "is
to remove from our nameplate
the designation, even the
implication, of any political
persuasion."
The Paducah Sun was the
name used by the Sun
Publishing Co. when it started
the newspaper in 1896. Paxton's grandfather, Edwin J.
Paxton, became editor and
publisher of the paper in 1900.
In 1929 he purchased the
Paducah News-Democrat and
merged the two papers, forming The Paducah SunDemocrat. The name was
shortened to. The SunDemocrat during the 1960s.
Paxton said the change to
The Paducah Sun was approved by the newspaper's
board of .directors about two
weeks ago.
"This is the only daily
newspaper in this town,"
Paxton said in , an article
explaining the change. "Its
editorial policy is supposed to
be, and I believe that it is, nonpartisan in any continuing
political sense. Though we
take strong stands on many
subjects, our policy is to treat
each issue as it comes, based
on its own merits, and, we
hope, a measure of common
sense and compassion "

Purchase Area
Hog Market

WE WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY

Federal State Market New,
service
June 27, 1678
Kentucky Purchase Area flog
Report Includes I kuying StatimsMarket
Receipts Art 172 Est is,
&
Gilts 2640e lower sows widerKarrolvs
430 steady
I. 61 00 higher over 4$0
steady to Me
lower
US I -2 nano lbs
few $47.SS
US I -3 WSW lbs
$46 7S 47.00
US 2-4 24041011ba
114$ 7S-411 75
US 3-4 MVOlbs
S44 73-46.71
Sows
US 14 27041111ba
ell sew.

JUNE 30 and JULY 1ST
FOR INVENTORY
WI SPPRECiArf YOUR PA•ttORAcr

1105 Pogue

discharged.
Cain was convicted of -le
slaying in state court anc
serving a five-year tern • r
murder with malice.
Carter said the Justice
Department is looking into
about 192 cases of possible
mistreatment of minority
citizens.
"If in the judgment of tne
attorney general ... the
original case is not adequately
pursued nor the punishment.if
meted out, adequate for the
crime, ... then the attorney
general reserves the right to
enter the case and try the
perpetrator of the crime on
the basis of a civil rights
violation," Carter said.
Each case has to be
decided on its own merits,
though, and the attorney
general makes the ultimate
decision," he added.
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Schools That Ignore Warnings
Face Fire Marshal Legal Action
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Schools
administrators who ignore final warnings from the state Fire Marshal's
office,to correct major fire code violaions face possible legal action, a state
official has warned.
However, Chief Deputy Fire Marshal
Clell Upton said Monday that efforts to
secure compliance have been very
successful.
Upton, who oversees inspections, said
that school buildings are not any worse
than other buildings in terms of fire
code violations, but that the situation is
more sensitive because children are
involved.
"We've got to instill in these people's
minds that, like it or not, they must
comply," Assistant Fire Marshal Nick
Castanis said in a separate interview,
"because, God forbid, we don't want
another Southgate."
The May 28, 1977, nightclub fire at
Southgate, Ky. killed 165 people, and
prompted reorganization and expansion of the state Fire Marshal's
office.
Official records show that all but
about 30 private and parochial schools
and a handful of county school systems
out of 303 notified this year of dangers
in school buildings have submitted
plans of correction.
Private and parochial schools are
listed individually while county and
independent school districts are listed
as one unit regardless of the number of
schools in violation, which helps account for the larger number of
parochial schools not in compliance.
Under new procedures instittited last
fall, school administrators are given 30
days to respond to an initial letter notifying them of violations. If they don't

answer, they are sent a second letter tempts to be flexible in finding solutions
giving them 10 more days.
to safety problems.
If there's still no answer or plan of
An informal policy memo sent to all
correction filed, the schools are sent a inspectors classifies violations in three
letter giving them five more days and categories — those requiring imwarning that legal action may be taken mediate corrective action, those that
to force compliance.
should be fixed within six months to a
So far, no legal action has been year, and others that must be corrected
initiated against any school'', and in one to two years.
General Counsel James Smith said no
Short term repairs generally cost
cases have been referred to his office, from $100 to 8300, while long-range
even though several parochial schools repairs can cost several thousand
are long overdue in filing their plans of dollars.
correction.
Upton said the agency will be able to
Official records show only one county follow up on violations more effectively
system failed to meet the final deadline with the installation of a computer
for filing a plan.
system to allow instant retrieval of
However,Clinton County School Supt. records.
Robert Polston said Monday that he
State law requires the state Fire
never received the state's June 9 letter Marshal's office to inspect all school
giving the county system five days to buildings at least once a year.
comply. He said he told state fire
marshals last week that the school
••
district let a 8400,000 contract to correct
(Continued From Page One)
fire code violations, and that work is
continue functioning until about August
underway.
Five other county systems still have 1. The clinic will assist persons in filing
several days in WhiCh to submit plans of insurance claims for all services or
items received prior to June 25, the
correction.
Many parochial schools were given news release states. Insurance claims
additional time to file plans because of for all services and items after June 25
a misunderstanding, Upton said. He ex- will be filed by the doctor's office.
Officials with the corporation inplained that final warnings were sent to
top-ranking clergy of four parochial dicate, "It is realized that the changes
school districts. But they never told may be somewhat confusing and
school administrators about them, somewhat inconvenient for a short
assuming that notices were also sent to time. However, in six months to one
year most of the doctors will be perthem.
Upton said many schools indicated manently re-located and the overall
that they don't have the money to health care delivery system for the
correct violations, and that they would patient will be improved."
New addresses and telephone
make the corrections when they had the
money. But he said that response is numbers for doctors formerly
unacceptable because the agency at- associated with the clinic appear in an
adverstement in today's issue.

passed following the Civil War
to hold out the promise of full
citizenship to recently freed
slaves.
The California Supreme
Court agreed with Bakke,
striking down the university's
admissions policy for its
medical school as unconstitutional
racial
discrimination.,
Surely, the university

argued in its appeal, the
constitution does not stand in
the way of giving a special
preference to those minorities
officially held back from
competing on an even footing
in the past.
The law, Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, was interpreted in Bakice's favor by
a state trial court. The
California Supreme Court,
however, ignored the legal
issue and decided in favor of
Bakke on constitutional
grounds.
Thus, it is not inconceivable
that the case could be
returned to California for
more study, with instructions
to the state's highest court to
determine if the 1964 law
should provide Bakke with a
narrow victory.
It will be the wording of the
Supreme Court's decision —
not only the final outcome of
Bakke's legal fight — that will
determine the decision's
LAKE DATA
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State Insurance
Regulatory Boarc
Approves Hikes
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP —
The Kentucky Insurance
Regulatory Board has approved two automobile insurance rate increases but
rejected a third.
The board permitted a 17.5
percent increase for the
Travelers group and a 12.8
percent increase for the
Continental group, the first
increase for either in 18
months.
Grange Mutuars request for
a 10 percent Increase was
rejected by the board.

Shelbyville
Construction
Creates 40 Jobs
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Forty new jobs will be
created with the construction
of a new 150,000-square foot
general
merchandise
distribution center in the
Shelby Business Park, state
and county officials said
Monday.
K.E. Hillyer, senior vice
president of T.G.&Y Stores, an
Oklahoma City-based chain,
said plans are to open the new
facility by next June. He said
the company plans to hire 40
employes initially and to hire
an additional 100 employes as
the facility is expanded.
The firm operates a chain of
930 stores in 29 states, of which
18 are in Kentucky.
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Afraid You're
Going Deaf?

These models are fret, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
'already been mailed, so write
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impact nationwide.
But the attention :the case
has attracted could carry
shock waves for the minority
civil rights movement, even if
Bakke wins in a narrowly
worded ruling.
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Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given absolutely free firanyone answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike. .. and some cannot be helped, but min am
So, send for this free model
now, and wear it in the
privacy of your own home. tt
is not a real hearing aid, but it
will show you how tiny hearing
help can be. It's yours to keep,
free. The actual aid weighs
less than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level, in one
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Real Story In The Bakke Decision
Will Be What Court Doesn't Say
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Someday soon, maybe this
week, you will see headlines
reading "Bakke Wins" or
"Bakke Loses." Below them
will be a story that may
encompass the future role
minority races play in
American society.
The Supreme Court's longwaited decision on the Bakke
case also could spell out the
future of billions of dollars
worth of programs in
government, education and
private business aimed at
atoning for past racial injustice.
Perhaps, however, the real
story will be what the nation's
highest court chooses not to
say in this highly publicized
case.
Allan Bakke, now a 38-yearold civil engineer from Sunnyvale, Calif., sued tthe
University of California in
1974 after twice being rejected
as an applicant to its medical
school at Davis.
His lawsuit charged that he
would have been accepted if 16
of the school's 100 positions for
entering students each year
had not been reserved for
minorities.
•'Reverse discrimination" is
what Bakke called the school's
affirmative action admissions
policy. He said it denied him
his constitutional right to
equal treatment because he is
white.
Ironically,
the
14th
Amendment that insures
equal protection of the law to
"any person" of any race was
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